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I N TROD UCTION 
A review of the literature: pertaining to factors affecting productiviry 
of ewes shows that studies made previously have: been fruitful but indicates 
the need for further study of ways to improve production. It s~ms proper 
that work of this nature should be conducted by the Missouri Agriculturnl 
Experiment Station because Missouri is one: of the leading combclt States 
in sheep production, producing more early lambs than any other cambelt 
state and ranking rhirte(:nth among the states in total sheep. The 10 to 12 
million acres of pasture: land in Missouri are capable of increasing Ollr meat 
supply through sheep produced primarily on forage. Low COSt production 
of lamb and wool usually is associated with high productivity of ewes. A 
study of some of the factors affecdng produerivity is reported in (his bul· 
letin. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Numerous factors alfeer the productivity and profit from ewes. Re-
sulrs of invescigations pertaining to ptoductivity factors are reported under 
the following headings: 
General Survey of t he I mportant Facto rs 
Winters and co-workers (1946) stated that the follow ing criteril in-
fluenced the returns from the commercial lamb production enterprise: (1) 
the abil ity of ewes to produce a high percentlge of rwins and the possession 
of sufficient vigor by the offspring for a high percentage of the lambs to 
survive; (2) the rate of growth of 11mbs; (3) the ram used (they found .that 
ewes bred to rams of the larger breeds were mOte productive than those 
bred to rams of the smaller breeds); (4) the sex of the lambs; (:5) the mar-
ker grade of the lamb; and (6) wool production. 
After thorough study they proposed th:u the objective of the mid-
western sheep producer should be the development of a ewe that will pro-
duce rwin lambs that average 90 lb. at 20 weeks of age lnd possess suffi-
cient quality and finish co top the market. In addition, the ewe should pro-
duce an average yearly wool cl ip of9lb. per 100 lb. of ewe. 
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A KCOro of perform2.nce to identify the most productive ewes hu bttn 
suggested by Chrisrg1u ( 1939) of the United States Department of Agri-
culrurc. The records suggested included the lamb and wool production of 
the ewe and the efficiency of lamb pin. 
D.dmus (1949) of the Oregon Station hlS reponed th:lt the kind of 
sheep yielding grc:ltest profi ts :uc ( 1) ewes (h :u conceive early in the sea-
son, drop large singles or [wins, and consistently wean heavy fat lambs; 
(2) ewes and f1ffiS char sheu heavy fleeces, ~d (3) nms rh,u sire bmbs with 
produCtion records superior to those of their d2.rns. 
H2tt:and Miller (1937) and Bnn:lman (1940) have indie:ued that the 
petcent28c lamb crop or the: number of la mbs raised per ewe has a very 
gl'C2l t influence on the COSt of lamb production. 
St:uke ( 19~3 ) llsrs f~rtilc ewes with high milking ability, sires with 
cady maturing propensiti~s and fast-growing lambs as the ~ss~ntial re-
quirc:mems for producing mil k-fat lambs. 
Factors Affecting Number of Lambs ~ised 
Birlh W ngbl of Lambs. Lamb weight at binh has been shown by 
Phillips (1936) to a!t~ct the survinl of la mbs. Of the 1I0 hmbs studied 
in the Massuhusetts college flock, no losses had occurred at one momh of 
age in lambs w~ighing 8.0 lb. Ot more at birth ; on~-fifth of the lambs weigh. 
ing under 8.0 lb. a t birth and one· half of those weighing 6.0 lb. o r less at 
birth died before reaching on~ month of age. 
Thomson and Thomson ( 1949) reported that birth weight was highly 
correlated with lamb survival and that ~wes fed a low plane of nUHition 
yeaned lightw~ight lambs having a low rat~ of survival. Only 14 perc~nt of 
the twin Iambs dropped by ~wes on a low plane of nutrition SUrviVed until 
four c:b.ys old comrared to 82 pcrc~m survival for twins YC2ned by ewes fed 
on a high plane 0 nunition. 
Venbuchalam and associates (1949) analyzed de:nhs of 138 lambs 
dropped in th~ Michigan State college flock from 1945 to 1947. Although 
they found losses to b~ higher for the larger mutton breeds, losses within 
breeds were great~r for lambs thar were small at birrh. 
Th~ results suggest that pn.cric~s which result in the birth of small 
lambs may deter productivit y. 
Nulrilion of Ewes. Level of nutrition during pr~gnancy has a marked 
influence on the number of lambs raised per ewe and consequ~ntly, on the 
over·all efficiency of production. 
Under W est Australian conditions, Underwood and Shier (1942) 
found that 0.5 pound of wheat grain added to a basal roughage mion dur-
ing the last four to six weeks of pregnancy significantly reduced loss of ewes 
from pregnancy toxemia and lamb losses at o r soon :I.fter birch. Similar re-
sultS wcrcobtained from :ldding concentrates to:l baul rough:lg~ ration 
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in late pregnancy in twO subsequent tests by Underwood, Shier, and Carin 
(l94l) and at Cambridge by Wallace (1948). 
In a study of lamb losses occurring in the Oh io Ex periment Station 
Merino and Shropshite Rocks, Bell (1944) repotted that 50 percent of the 
losses appeared to be the result of nutritional deficiencies, but the losses 
could not be assigned definitely ro such origin . First-Iamb ewes fed to gain 
weight in the latter half of pregnancy produced more lambs than those fed 
to lo~ a smill amount of weight during this period, according to results 
obrained by Thomson and T homson (1949). Seven of the low-plane ewes, 
one-sixth of that group, suffered from pregnancy toxemia, eompared to 
none from the high-plane group. La mbs, especially twins, from the [09.-' 
plane ewes were wC2k Only 64 percent of the singles and 14 percent of the 
rwins from low-plane ewes survived pasr the fourth day of age compared 
to 100 percent and 82 percent, respectively, from the well·fed ewes. 
Following a survey of l ~ years' sheep ex periments at the Rowett Re-
search Institute on feeding and management of pregnant ewes, Tho mson 
(1952) Stllted thar undersized lambs were produce.:! by ewes that were under-
fe.:! the last six weeks of pregnancy and thar the lighter lambs had a grC2Cef 
mortality. Ewes fed so thllt they merely maintained or lost weight during 
the last six weeks of pregnancy developed pregnancy roxemia. 
Farm conditions were simulated with regard to grazing and feeding 
in rests involving 1,150 ewes over a period of three ye:us by Coop (1950) 
who reported that a high level of feeding early in pregnancy was responsi-
ble in some CllSCS fo r the increased incidence of dystocias and lamb mor-
rality. In these trials, however, a tow level of nutrition after lambing in· 
creased lamb losses. The resuhs obtllined with the high-plane of nutrition 
seemed to conmdict those obtained by other workers, but a dose study of 
the data rcvCllls that both high and low planes of nutrition furn ished dur-
ing pregnancy were higher than those used by other investigators. Coop 
(1951) reg>mmendcd that the ration for pregnant ewes be improved gradual-
ly during pregnancy to reduce the mortality of both ewes and lambs. 
Van Horn and associates (1951) compared different levels of nutrition 
from the end of rhe breeding season until lambing. Group One grated 
on ran~ alone, Group Two was fcd in addition one·third pound per h~ 
daily of conccntrllte pellets , and Group Three was full fed hay plus one· 
chird pound per head daily of concentrate pellets and one·third pound de· 
hydrated alfalfa pellets. Groups One through Three produced, respectively, 
SO, 1O~, and 117 percent lamb crops. 
Other investigators who have reported that low levels of nutrition 
during pregnancy increased lamb losses include: Harris and associates 
( 1 9~0) ; Jordan (19~1 and 19~2); and Darroch, Nordskog and Van Hom 
(1950). 
Siuand Agt of Ewes. T he size thu a ewe attains as a fllll-yearling 
is an indication of productivity, according to Terrill and Stoehr (1942)_ 
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They found ch:u the large yea-r1ing ewes were morc productive th:!.n sm~lkr 
ones of the same br~ding. The large YCilriings, during their lifetime, pro-
duced a greater pcrcem:ilgc of twins; the d ifference between gains made by 
l:mlbs from luge llnci smdl ewes was of secondary import:!.ncc. An inverse 
relationship between aven.ge lifetime body weight of ewes and pounds of 
lamb WC2ncd per ewe was found, indicating that high production results 
in reduced body weight and low production results in incre:lse body weight 
of dams. How much of this di tfcrcnct is due to fin ish is unknown. This 
effea oflamb production on mluure body weight shows th:u, so far as size 
is concerned.. selection should be h:lSCd on body weights aken prior to the 
first breeding. 
Earlier work by Joseph (1931) of the Mont:ona Station indicatcd that 
size of ewe ~ not sufficient as the sole criterion in selection but that it 
~ the most accurate single measure found at Montana of the ability of 
ewes to raise large lamb crops. The large e9,ies not only raised a higher pa-
centage of twins, but the lambs were dso heavier in weight. 
The age of ewes has been shown to influence lambing percentage by 
several investigators, including Goot (1952) who reported th:u "twO-
tOOth" ewes were least prolific and full mourhs most prolific. 
Size and Breed of Sire. Sile and certain head characteristics of sire 
have been considered by many sheep producers to ause lambing difficulties 
and loss of both ewes and lambs at parturition. Experimental evidence to 
substantiate such opinions was nOt found in the liccrarure. 
At thebcginning of this century Mumford (1901) stated that it was 
quite generally believed thac breeding small ewes to rams of larger breeds 
was attended with some risk. In tests which he conducted, the ram did nOt: 
inAuence the birth weight of lambs or losses from difficult parturition. He 
compared rams of various weights within the Hampshire, Shropshire, and 
Merino br~s. 
Miller (1935) of California studied the relationship of breed of sire 
to ease of lambing over a six-year period. Sires of six different breeds were 
compared when bred to Rambouiliet or Rambouiller-Romney ewes. Each 
year a few cases of difficult parturition occurred, but these were distributed 
evenly among the ewes bred to the various breeds or rams. Although lambs 
sired by Hampshire and Suffolk rams were heavier and had larger body 
mcasuttments at birth, their dams lambed as readily as those bred to rams 
of the smaller breeds. 
New Zealand workers, Coop and Clark (1952), reporced results in 
agreement wi th rhose of Miller ( 1935). T hey studied the influence of sires 
of six different breeds on fat lamb production over a four.year period. Ewe 
and lamb morrality was not increased as a result of breeding to sires of the 
larger breeds. 
N~e (1943) reported that lambs sired by Hampshire rams had larger 
heads, shoulders and bodies than lambs by Rambouillet, Romney and Cor-
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riedale rams. A much hrger number of ewes bred to the Hampshire rams 
required help at lambing than those bre<! to rams of the other breeds tested, 
but data showing ewe and hmb losses were not presented. 
Nutrition D u ring P regna ncy 
It is recognized that the level of nutrition can gready influenn" the 
productivity of the ewe flock and that at certain seasons of the year or cer· 
tain periods in the ewe's production cycle her needs for nutrients are high. 
Opinions vary concerning the ideal nutritive level which should be sup-
plied., but a large majority of the investigators agree that the/regnant ewe 
should maintain or gain some weight during pregnancy an that a rising 
plane of nutrition during hte pregnancy is helpful in preventing losses from 
pregnancy disease. Work pertaining to this point was reported in the sec-
tion reviewing factors which affect the number of hmbs raised. 
Variation in birth weight was noted by Donald and Mclean (193~) ro 
occur with different types of winter feeding. These investigators observed 
that late lambs were heavier at birth than early lambs and believed the cruse 
to be a higher phne of nutrition prior to late lambing. 
In a study of ovine fetal development Winters (1936) found no differ-
ence in size of the fetus due co plane of nutrition of the ewe. Since the 
weight gains of the ewes were not presented, it is possible that the low· 
plane of nutrition was nOt severe enough for feral development to be re-
stricted. 
Thomson and Fraser (1939) of the Rowert Research Institute designed 
a lot feeding test chat showed the marked influence of nutrition during the 
laSt month of pregnancy on weight and vigor of the lambs at birth and on 
milk yield of ewes. Ewes thac were fed on a near maintenance racion during 
pregnancy (gaining only Sib.) gave birth to small, weak lambs and wete 
short of milk ac parturition. Ewes that were fed liberally throughout preg-
nancy (gaining 50 lb.) and those fed liberally the laSt month only (gaining 
20 lb.) produced lambs of normal size and str{"n~th and ,..ave plenty of milk. 
Thus, heavy feeding throughout pregnancy and heavy feeding the hst 
1l1Omh of pregnancy gave equallv ,..ood results. 
Australian workers, Underwood and Shier (1942), reported chac under 
(ann conditions the feeding of 0.5 lb. daily of wheat in addition to pasture 
:lod a small amount of hay the laSt fou r to six weeks of pregnancy had no 
effect on birth weight, growth or quality of the lambs but did reduce ewe 
and lamb losses at or near parturition. In subsequent experiments, Under-
wood, Shier, and Cariss (1943) reported that a high-plane of feeding during 
the laSt one-third of pregnancy, in addition to teducing losses of ewes and 
lambs ac or near yeaning, increased birth weight and growth rate of horn 
single and twin lambs. They concluded, however, that very high levels of 
prenatal feeding would probably be less remunerative than small amounts 
of supplement if the ewes were fed alike after lambing. 
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Wllbcc (1948) rcport~ rh:u the groups of ewes fcd ntions that pro-
vided a high-pilnt of nutrition ye:aned heavier, more vigorous lambs with 
fewer losses of ewes and lambs rh1n the groups of ewes fed a low phlne of 
nutrition. The better fed ewes produced more milk and &ster growing lambs 
than those that were poorl y fed. 
Growth rate of lambs from ewes fed a restricted diet during the i:1.S( 
three months of pregnancy w:as not signific2.ntly different from growth f2!e 
of those from ewes that were fed more adequ:!,J( rations in tests conducted 
by Thompson (1949). Similar, promic:!.l ntions were fcd to all ewes follow-
ing lambing. The ewes th:u were fcd the resrricted ration during pregnancy 
lost weight during the last six weeks of gestation and 14 percent (seven 
heild) of the ewes died of pregn:mcy toxemia. T hompson concluded that 
the most economical plane of feeding during pregnancy is one which is JUSt 
high enough to prevent loss from pregna ncy disease. 
The effects of a restric ted low protein diet during the second half of 
pregnancy were studied by Thomson and Thomson (1949), us ing yearling 
Cheviot ewes. All ewes were in "fair ly good" condition midway of preg-
nancy; then one group of ewes was fed to sain 30 percent in weight and 
another to lose) percent in weight during the laSt half of pregnancy. T he 
low-plane ewes were fed about one-third as much dry matter as the high-
plane ewes during this period, and their ration was higher in fiber and 
lower in protein. Birthweights of both singles and twins were lowered and 
the vinlity of the twin lambs was gready impaired by the restricted ration. 
The ewes fed the low-plane of nutrition became weak, had little milk and 
matcrmJ instinct was often dormant in ewes producing twins. Seven of rhe 
low-plane ewes suffered from pregnancy dise-ase compared to none from rhe 
high-plane group. Results obtained by other invesriprors indi(2re that the 
severe effects of the low plane of feeding may have been magnified by the 
use of immature test animals. 
Williams and co-workers (19'50), with five Canadian Experiment Sta-
tions coopencing, obtained data that showed the value of feeding some 
concemnucs in late pregnancy. T hey fed ewes the fo llowing rations, (1) 
legume hay, (2) non-legume hay, <lnd (3) non-legume hay, uncil approxi-
mately seven weeks before lambing when legume hay plus about o.n lb. of 
oats daily until lambing. While all three groups lost weight during preg-
nancy, the ewes fed only non-legume hay gave the least desirable results. 
T he other twO groups los t less weight during pregnancy and 82ve birrh to 
larger and more vigorous lambs. The change-over ruion, from non-legume 
hay to legume h<ly and oats during the last seven weeks of pregnancy, W2S 
superior ro legume hay alone as far as birth weight of the lambs was con· 
cerned. 
D arroch, Nordskog, and Van Horn (19)0) studied the effects of feed· 
ing small amounts of concentratcs compared with no concentrates to ewes 
during four different periods-ell pre-breeding (14 days), (2) breed-
ing (40 days), (3) early pregn<lncy (99 days), and (4) late pregnancy 
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until dropped. All possible combinuions of these factors resulted in 
32 sub-untmems for (he 462 grade Columbia ewes in the test. A largO' 
number of lambs were born to the group fed concentrates during the pre-
breeding and breeding periods, bur birth and weaning weights were not 
affecredby feed treatment. Even when thin ewes were maintained through-
OUt pregnancy on mixed hay, one-third to one·half legume, the feeding of 
con~ntntes was of Cjuestionable economic value. 
Coop ( 1950) conducted a rather extensive study of the influence that 
plane of nutrition duri ng pregn:mcy and laeration have upon production. 
These tests were made in New Zealand under methods of m.".lnagement 
endemic to the are.".l. In twO of the tri.".lls, concc:ntrlltt:s fed in addition to pas-
rore produced the high-plane of nutrition ; in eh~ rem.".lining tri.".lls, the diff· 
erent levels of nutrition were obuined by v.".ICying ehe qU.".llity of puture 
ane the stocking rate. One·h.".llf of the ewes on each plane of nutrition duro 
ing pregn.".lnCY were switched co the ocher plane.".lt p:murition, producing 
four groups.".ls follows; high.high, high.low, low·high, and low·low. Dur-
ing pregnancy, ewes fed the high plane of nuer icion g.".lined from 25 to 40 
lb. and those fed the low plane of nUtri tion nn~ from plus to minus 5 lb. 
In these experiments.".l high level of nutrition during pregn.".lncy increased 
birch weights approxim.".ltely 0.5 to 0.8 lb. for singles and twins, respectively. 
Little difference in growth rates or we.".lning weights of lambs resulted from 
the different treatments during the pregnancy period. Ewe :md lamb mom'!i· 
r;y were nOt decreascd by the high levels of fecding 2.nd the dan suggesto:l 
.".In increased mortality resulted from dystociu when a high level of feeding 
was initiated tOO soon ( 11 weeks before lambing) or the gains were tOO 
luge. 
In tests conducted by Jar! (1952) fceding concemr1tes to ewes in late 
pregn.".lnCY did not increase the weight of lamb produced. In these tests 
lmdrace and Cheviot ewes were fed four different levels of nutrition with 
the low level being supplied by pasture plus h:ly or stnw as needed and 
producing a gain of 4 kilogra ms during the gestation period. 
VanHorn and usociaces (1951) of the Montana St:uion found that 
ewes on range alone during pregnancy had an 80 percent lamb drop while 
a group of ewes receiving one·third of 20 percc:nt protein conccntr1lte and 
one-third pound of alfalfa pellets .".Ilong with a full fecd of hay had a 117 
percent lamb drop. It third group receiving one·third pound of alfalfa 
pellets on range dropped a 100 percent lamb crop. Another b:and o f ap-
proxirrutdy 1,00Cl ewes fed.libewly throughout the breeding and pregnancy 
periods dropped a 126 percent crop. T hese results led to the conclusion chat 
adequate fccd.ing has a marked influence on rhe fecundity of range ewes. 
Later results (1952) were similar, e.g., a low level of supplcmencation (one· 
third pound d:tily of conancraccs containing 11 per<:ent protein fed. through-
OUt the winter) produced results superior to compara.ble management with-
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out supplemental fceding bur higher Icvt:1s of supplc:mcnurion were no 
more profitable rhan the low level 
In w effort [0 find a cheap supplc:ment for native hay in elIstern Okla· 
homa, Whitehair, Nash and Ogden (19~O) {tied feeding hay a10ne, hay 
plus corn starch, hay plus corn starch and corn gluten meal and the iaUtt 
plus a phosphorus supplement, trace minerals and cod liver oil. Ewes re-
ceiving the firSt tWO ruians Ion much weight during pregnancy and 82 
and n percent, respectively, of their lambs were either born dCld or died 
shordy after birth. The ewes in the other lots maintained their weight and 
raised normal lambs. 
In tCStS conducted at the University of Missouri, Brad ley (19'2) ob-
served that ewes which were g razed throughout pregnancy on bluegrass 
wimer p:mure without supplemental feeding produced and suclcled strong 
lambs that gained satisfactorily. Ewes receiving concemrates in late preg-
nancy produced lambs that were heavier and stronger at birth, but when 
the twO groups were fed rhe same rarion afrer lambing, rhere were negligi-
ble difference in growth rue, fattening ability and dare of marketing the 
lambs. 
In later tesrs u the Missouri Station (unpublished dual wir h twO-
Ye2r-old ewes, feeding concentrates in late pregnancy increased their pro-
ductivity. Results obtained later from these ewes showed clearly that im-
marurity of the ewes was a major factor in derermining rhe results. 
Palsson and Verges (1952) checked rhe effect of nutrition on lamb pro-
duction from the thi rd month of fetal life ro 41 weeks of age. Ewes fed a 
liberal allOw:lnce of nutrients gained 39.5 lb. and ewes fed a low-plane of 
nutrition during rhe last eight weeks of pregnancy gained l.0 lb. Birth 
weights of singles from the two groups were practically the same, but twins 
from the high-plane group were 47 percent heavier at birth than those from 
rhe low-plane group. 
Thomson and T homson (1953) concluded that undernutrition in the 
Ianer stages of pregnancy gre2t1y affected the weight and vi tal iry of the new-
born Jamb and had an even more severe effect on the milk suppl y of the 
ewe, especially in eady lactation. The average milk yield of ewes fed a high 
plane of nutri tion (comparable to well-managed floc ks on arable land) dur-
ing late go:ration and lactation and suckling one lamb was approxi mudy 
20 gallons in 13 weeks com pared to 11 gallons over the same period for 
those maintained on Jittle more than half the nurriems supplied the high-
plane ewes. The latter ewes were fed no worse than many ewes on the barer 
hills in Britain. Substantial increases in nutrients offered the low-plane 
animals immediately after lambing did not increase the milk supply quickly 
enough to be of full benefit to the lambs. The fact that immature ewes were 
the test animals in this expc:rimem may have some bc2.ring on rhe results. 
The practiQl application of 15 years of experimental results [0 the 
management of pregnant ewes was discussed by Thomson (1952) of the 
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Rowen Research Institute. These data show that Strong heavy lambs can 
be produced by feeding their dams well throughout pregn:mcy or by feeding 
well during the laSt six weeks of pregnancy only. Weak, undersized lambs 
were PrOOuced by ewes that were underfed throughout pregnancy, or under· 
fed the laSt six weeks of pregnancy, even though well fed e:ulier, or given 
a severe check in feed near lambing, e.g., a snowsrorm with ewes on pas-
ture. Few ClSCS of pregnancy toxemia were encountered when ewes were 
in rlsing condition during the last six weeks of pregnancy, even though 
they may have been severely undernourished previously. He Stated that the 
roral amount of feed fed to the ewes is not as imporunt as the time when 
it is fed. 
N utrition During LactatiOn 
In many of the above tests, ewes were fed the same ration during the 
late pregnancy and lactation periods. In some cases, results were attributed 
only to the plane of feeding during late pregnancy when the difference was 
probably due to the level of nutrition during lactation. It is reasonable to 
suspect that, as in feeding the dairy cow, a low level of feeding during lacta· 
tion would result in low milk production by the ewe. The few investigators 
who have inCCe:l.sed the plane of nutrition after lambing have found that 
the level of nutrition in laeration greatly influences the we:l.ning weight of 
lambs. 
Whitcombe and associates (1932) at the Oregon Station found alfalfu 
hay to be entirely satisfactory for wintering pregnant ewes ur to parturition, 
but that the gain of lambs was increased by the addition 0 grain to alfalfu 
hay during the suckling period. 
Old ewes were wintered without grain on a legume hay·silage ration 
at the Nebrasb Station (Weber and Loeffel, 1932). Normal lambs were 
born without supplemental grain feeding, but there was a din:cr relation-
ship berween the level of feeding of the ewes after lambing and gains of the 
lamb. 
After comparing high and low levels of nutrition of ewes during preg-
nancy and lactation, Coop (1950) concluded that the level of nutrition dur-
ing lactation was most imporn.nt and accounted for almost all of the ditTer-
ences in weaning weight of lambs. Growth curves of lambs from ewes fed 
a low-plane of nutrition during pregn ancy and a high plane during laera-
tion were almOSt identical to those of lambs from ewes fed a high plane of 
nutrition in both periods. A high plane of feeding during lactation resulted 
in advantages of 10 or more pounds in weaning weights of lambs, but had 
little influence on weight of the fleece. 
Hugo (1952) reported that Merino ewes fed a high plane of nutr ition 
during gestation and lutation gave 81 percent more mill than ewes fed a 
low plane of nutrition during these periods. 
Slen and Whiting (1952) found that ewes that were fed rations con-
taining 10 and 13 percent protein produced higher milk yields and faster 
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growing lambs than ewes fed a ration containing 7 percent pwcein. 
The duradon of lactation was greatly reduced in tests conducted by 
Palssan and Verges (19n) when the ewes were fed on a low plane of nu-
trition during late gestation and laCtation. 
Pope, Gallup and Read (1952) provided for the heavy requirements of 
lactation by increasing the allowance of concentrates while the ewes were 
lactating. Ewes fed 15 percent protein had heavier lambs at six weeks than 
tho~ fed a ration containing 10 percent protein. 
Thomson and Thomson (1953) obtainc::d evidence which implies that 
udder development and capacity for lactation arc governed by nutrition of 
the ewe during ehe lacer stages of pregnancy. The udder development of 
low-plane ewes was severely retarded, parcicularly in those bearing twins. 
The milk yield curves of low-plane ewes whose feed was increased rapidly 
after lambing did nor part until the 20th day of lactation from those con-
tinued on the low plane of nutrition and were never as high as those of the 
high-plane ewes. 
In this test, lambs were grafted from high-plane ewes to low-plane ewes 
and vice versa. In the above comparison, the fact that low-plane ewes with 
adopted lambs composed rhe emire group of the ewes whose plane of nu-
rrition was increased following lambing may have had some bearing on 
these results. 
Bamicoat and associates (1949) reported that feeding during lacration 
was one of the most importanr factors influencing both initial and tOtal 
milk yield. Nutrition during lactation was of more importance in deter-
mining milk yield of ewes than nutrition during lare pregnancy. They 
stated that f~ding concentrates during pregnancy was importam for main-
raining milk yield during the latter pan of lactation, but had only a moder-
ate influence on the total yield. These workets believe that liberal feeding 
during rhe l:mer part of pregnancy increases milk production in the later 
stages of lactation because reserves of fat, minerals, fat soluble vitamins and 
protein are accumulated which can be used in milk synthesis ar the height 
of lactation, even though the lactation ration appears to be in execss of the 
laerarion re<juirement. 
Influence of Sire 
The use of a purebred mutton ram has been a recommended manage· 
ment practice for the commercial lamb producer for many years. Recently, 
different breeds h:l.ve been compared, both experimentally and in practice, 
with the result thar some breeds are preferred in various areas of the United 
ScateS. No testS have been reported in which sires of widely different size 
have been compared wirhin breeds. 
Miller (1935) tested six breeds of rams ovec a six-year period for their 
ability to sire commercial fat lambs when crossed on Rambouillet or Ram-
bouillet-crossbred ewes. Twelve to 20 representative rams of each breed 
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were used. The Hampshire and Suffolk sired lambs developed most rapidly 
and were superior to those from other sires in all respects except slaughter 
grade. Differences among the other breeds were not significant. He con· 
cluded that sires of the larger breeds, namely the Hampshire and Suffolk, 
producc:d lambs weighing 6 to 8 lb. more at three to four mOOlhs of a.ge 
than sires of smaller breeds, such as Shtopshire and Southdown. There was 
no practical difference between Hampshire and Suffolk crossbred lambs. 
The meat trade did not discriminate enough on weight and quality of the 
carcass to permit the choice Southdown·cross lamb to compete favorably 
with the larger and coarser Hampshire. or Suffolk-cross lamb in terms of 
gross JOcome. 
Similar results were reported by Hultz, Gorman and Wheeler (193'). 
Rams of five different breeds were rotated on vuious lots of grade Ram-
bouillet range ewes during a five·year test period . Their data showed t h at 
Hampshire, Lincoln and Rambouillet sired lambs were 4 to 61b. heavier 
at marketing than those by Souchdown and Corriedale rams. Lambs sired 
by the Southdown rams guded highest , followed by Hampshire, Lincoln, 
Corriedale and Rambouillet, in thu order. Two years' data obtained on 
Suffolk crossbreds show that they were superior to all other crosses in mar-
ket value per lamb. 
Results obtained at Beltsville (Bureau of Animal Industry Report, 
1935) showed that purebred Hampshires were much heavier at 140 days of 
age than either Corriedafes, Southdowns or Shropshires. The suitability of 
Hampshire and Suffolk rams was compared for the production of market 
lambs from Rambouillet and Corriedale ewes. In this test the Suffolk sired 
lambs were heavier and sold for slightly mote per hundredweight, but 
Hampshire lambs had the f:mer carcasses. b.ter tests (Bureau of Animal In. 
dustry Report, 1937) confirmed these results. 
In a study of factors in lamb production associated with size and type:, 
Branaman (1940) compared the Hampshire and Southdown breeds of sheep. 
Both breeds produced mutton with about the same efficiency when ewe 
feed was taken into consideration. T win lambs were produced with one-
third more efficiency than singles. Southdown lambs dressed higher, cut out 
more lean and fat meat and were more valuable to the retail trade while 
Hampshire lambs were 20 pounds heavier and went to market six weeks 
earlier. 
Kincaid (1943) studied the influence of size of sire on birth weight 
oflambs. Hampshire and Southdown rams, a total of 10 in each breed, were 
compared over a period of five years with the rc:-.'ersa! or switch·back scheme 
providing for control of variance. Lambs sired by Hampshire rams were 
significantly heavier at birth than those sired by Southdown rams. The 
difference, 1.m lb., indicates the influence of sire on birth weight. 
Neale (1943) reported that under New Mexico condirions lambs by 
Rambouillet rams wefe usually heavier at weaning than those sired by 
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r~ms of mutton breeds. Hampshire sired bmbs were nearly as large in good 
seasons, however. 
Burns and J ohnston (1950) compared Hampshire and Suffolk rams 
in the production of crossbred b.mbs. The rams of each bred v,·cre of ap-
proxim:uely the Sllmc average size. The Hampshire sires produced more 
lambs, but both singles and twins weighed less at marketing. Suffolk sires 
produced a larger percentage of slaughter lambs lnd a smaller percentage 
of feeders , indicating a greater efficiency in convening range feed into mut-
ton. 
Nelson and associ:ues (19~O) of the Oregon Stadon studied the Strong 
and weak points of several breeds of sires. The breeds studied included 
South down, H ampshire, Romney, Cheviot and Border Leicester, In rhe 
first rest the pounds oflamb!roduced per ewe were the same for Hamp-
shire and Southdown sires an exceeded those for the Romney sires. In the 
second test, lambs sired by Hampshire rams were more profitable rhan those 
sired by the other breeds tested, i.e., Cheviot, Border Leicesrer and Romney. 
The Hampshire-Hoss lambs were large, and a large percentage were carry-
ing enough finish to sell as fat lambs. Cheviot-cross lambs were small, but 
were fat and made good returns per ewe. Border Leicester lambs were thin 
but large and returned a reasonable profit while Romney-cross lambs were 
small, the percentage of fat ambs low and the return per ewe small. 
After a four-year comparison of seven breeds of rams mated to Romney 
and Corriedale ewes, Coop and Clark (1952) concluded that lambs by heavy 
sires gain fasrer than lambs by sires of lighter breeds. Lambs sired by Border 
Leicester, Dorset Horn and Suffolk sires gained about 0.1 lb. per day faster 
and were 4 lb. heavier when marketed than lambs sired by Ryeland, South-
down, Corriedale and Romney rams. Although Southdown-cross lambs 
were blockier and shorter legged, no difference was revealed in carcass 
grades. 
Factors Affecting G rowth Rate of Lambs 
The Influence of Sex. Mumford (1901) reported that ram lambs were 
considerably heavier at birth than ewe lambs, but their slightly faster rate 
of growth was too small to be of importance. 
Donald and McLean (1935) reported that ram lambs and ewe lambs 
of the English Leicester breed gaineJ at about the same rate until 130 days 
of age. After 130 days, ram l:unbs were significantly heavier than ewe l:unbs. 
Bonsma (1939) found that ram lambs were significantly ( P<.05) 
heavier at birth than ewe lambs. H owever, ewe and wether lambs of e'lual 
birth weight grew at approximately the same rate. 
U.S.D.A. workers, Phillips and Dawson (1940), observed thar differ-
ences in,:w:eight between males and females increased as the lambs became 
older. In most groups, the males were significantly heavier at 3 months 
and in a.1l groups were significantly heavier (P< .01) at 6 and 12 months 
of age aftet adjustments were made for variations in birth weight. 
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Underwood ,nd Shier (1942) reported thllt n m hmbs were 7 percc:nt 
hel-vier Ilt birth thlln ewe hmbs Ilnd gtew f.mer thlln e1;l,re lilmbs even when 
considered on the same birth we:ight bllsis. A later report by Underwood, 
Shier, Ilnd Ciltiss (1943) showed th ll t borh birth wdght 1nd growrh me 
were significantly greater for ram hmbs rhan for ewe lambs. 
Rambouillet males were 8,3 lb. heavier than females when we1ned at 
an Ilverage age of 124 days in filnge t rials conducted by Hillel Ilnd Terril.l 
('94'). 
Ar rhe Minnesota Agriculrufill Experiment Sudon, Winters (1946) 
noted that m,les tend to be: somewhlt heavier throughout life than fem:ales. 
In a study of hothouse lamb production 1t the Pennsylvllnia Agricul-
tuul Experiment Station from 1930 to 1940, Kean and Henning (1949) 
found that mlles were 0.6 lb. heavier at birth but gained only 0.03 lb. per 
day fllster thln femlles, the difference in gllin not being significant. 
In analyzing Michigan Suce College records from 1945 through 1948, 
Nelson and Venkatllchaillm ( 1949) found thlt males Ilvefilged ~ percent 
heavier Ilt birth ~nd 6 pt:rcc:nt helvier It weaning than females, They did 
not report weaning Ilges, 
Having IlnalYled results from ewes fed on four levels of nutrition dur-
ing htc: pregnlIlCY, Thompson (1949) reported thlt twin r;lIns were: heavier 
Ilt birth than twin ewes in III grou ps lnd chllt both single 1nd cwin males 
grew faSter than compilrable femilles. 
W isconsin workers, Kltam, Chlpmln Ilnd Pope (1949). found thlt 
wether hmbs gained 0.02 lb. per dlY faster from birth to mlrketing than 
ewe l:unbs. A study of weights It 25 weeks of age fot both singles lnd rwins 
showed a highly significant Ildyanrage of 3.~ lb. for weeher hmbs over ewe 
lambs. 
Pllisson and Verges (19'2) studied the effects of high lnd low planes 
of nutrition on the growth and development of lambs from the third month 
of feullife until the iIlmbs were 41 weeks of age. T he mlle 11mbs from 
ewes thlt gained 39,~ lb. during the last eight weeks of pregnlnCY and wcre 
well fed during iIlctltion were 15 percenr heavier 1t birth and 48 perCent 
hellvic:r It 41 weeks thlln eomp3.nble femille hmbs. A representative lamb 
from ellch group WilS completely dissected at 9 weeks Ilnd Ilnother at 41 
weeks. At 9 weeks, all organs Ilnd tissues of ewe: iIlmbs were in more Ild· 
vanced stages of devc:!opment thln those of nm IlJTIbs; but this was com-
plccely reversed It 41 weeks. Ewe bmbs gained (Ilster thm rams from birth 
to six weeks but slower than film bmbs Ilfter six weeks. Since ewe lambs 
equaled ram lambs in weight at two weeks of 1ge and were heavier unti l 
six weeks, the difference from then on in favor of the nms was attributed 
to Illonger sp:m of growth and higher rilte of growth in the latter parr of 
the period nther than to the higher birch weight of the nffiS. These resuJ[S 
were: obtili ned from an inlensive srudy of 16 lambs. 
Working at the Minnesoea Seation, Ali (19'3) malyzed d1[a on Ill:uge 
number of Shropshire, H ampshire, Columbia, Ilnd crossbred Jambs, He 
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found [hu males averaged 0.048 lb. heavier 1t birth rhan females and were 
5.7 lb. heavier when wC'2ned 1t lin average age of 144 days. 
The: data ;lnesrro [ 0 the fact that male bmbs grow more: rapidly than 
fcmdes. The sheep producer obviously has no concrol over the: sex of 
iambs, but informacion with [egud to differences in growth rues of wether 
and ewe lambs is necessary to properly evalu:Hc the productivity of ewes. 
T he RelatiON of Birth Weight to Gain. Finding a furor which will 
give an accurate indication of the produCtion potential of hmbs hlS long 
been an objcctive of sheep producers. In this connection, considerable atten-
tion has been given to birth weight , which is the lim accurately measunbk 
indintion of lamb growth. 
In experiments conducted by Mumford (1901), bmbs thn were heav. 
ier at birth made decidedly greater pins than smaller lambs to seven weeks 
of age. The lambs with heaviest birth weights were from the heaviest ewe$, 
indicating a close correlation between ewe weight and birth weight of off· 
spring. His data also show thn s mall ewes below 100 lb. gave birth to a 
larger percentage of single lambs than did those weighing over 100 lb. 
Donald and McLean (1935) found birth weight to be significantly 
corrc:lned with growth rate to seventy days. 
W orking at the MassachusettS Station, Phillips (1936) found that 
b.mbs which were heavier at birth were also heavier at 4,6, and 12 momhs. 
From an analysis of 10 years' records on the Southdown flock at Belts-
ville, Phillips and Dawson (1937) reported that an increase in birth weighr 
of 1 lb. resulted in approximately 4.3 additional pounds of gain at three 
momhs of age. The same workers (1940) report~ from an analysis of 
H ampshire, Shropshire, and Southdown records that differences in growth 
rates hetwec:n singles and twins could not be accounted for by differencc:5 
in birth weight. 
In 1939, Bonsma reported a highly significant correlation (P < 0.1) be-
tween birth weight and weight at 12 weeks of age. 
W orking in Australia, Underwood and Shier (1942) found that each 
1·lb. increase in birth weight between 7 :l.nd 12 lb. reduced the time 
taken to [e~h :I. live weight of 65 to 70 lb. by about one week. Later, 
Underwood, Shier, and Cariss (19·43 ) reported that l Ib. additional birth 
weight reduced the time required to reach 65 to 70 lb. by four to five days. 
Kean and Henning (1949) reported that lambs marketed at 50, 70, and 
90 d:l.Ys at average weights of39.5, 42.5, and 44.6 lb. had aveuge birth 
weights o f 9.5, 8.2, and 6.2 lb., respectively. T hey did not separate lambs 
according to type of birth, however. 
From a comparison of four levels of nutrition fed during late preg· 
nancy, Thompson (1949) reported birth weight to be dosc:ly related to 
growth as measured by daily gain and days required to reach 60 lb. 
Bamicoat, Logan, and Grant (1949) found that lambs from ewes fed 
on a low plane of nutrition had low~ birth weight than those from ewes fed 
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on a high plane. However, they did not find a significant correlation be-
tween birth weight and rate of growth to 12 w~ks of age. 
Coop (1950) reporced that ewes which gained from 25 to 40 lb. durillg 
pregnancy dropped lambs which were 0.5 lb. heavier than lambs from ewes 
which gained less than') lb. (some lost up w ') lb.). Results from continu-
ing half of each group on the same level of nuttition during lactation and 
switching the other half of each group to the opposite level indicated that 
growth rate of the lambs was almost entirely dependent upon nutrition of 
the ewes during lactation. 
Among the mOSt important factors affecting birth weight are heredity, 
single or multiple birth, and nutrition of ewe during pregnancy. That mul-
tiple birth depresses birth weight is well estabilshed, but the accelerated 
growth of (Wins raised as singles indicates that multiple birch does not 
affect inherited growth potential. Likewise, if nutrition of the ewe were the 
limiting factor affecting growth of the ferus , poor nutritiOn would lower 
birth weight but optimum conditions after pregnancy should allow the 
lamb to express its full Clpaciry for growth. Therefore, the cause of variatilMl 
ill birch weight may influence the degree of relationshi p between biHh 
weight and subsequent growth. 
influence of M ilk Y i e/d. In early studies of lamb production, little 
attention was given w milk produCtion of the ewe as a facror lffecting lamb 
growth. Beause lambs lre almost entirely dependent upon their dam's milk 
for Clrly nutrition, it seems logical thlt the amount produced would be one 
of the mOSt important flctors affecting growth. 
Perhaps the earliest work in this country with regard to yield and anal-
yses of ewes' milk was conducted by Mumford (1901). He milked ewes by 
hlnd and then fed the milk from eight ewes by botrle to four lambs. These 
lambs gained more rlpidly than the ones suckling their dams and the ones 
fed cow's milk by bottle. 
Fuller and Kleinheinz (1904) of the Wisconsin Station determined 
milk yield of ewes but did nor correlate the yield with growth rate of lambs. 
They did show that the yield when milked by hlnd was only about half 
that ohtaioecl when the yield was determined by weighing the lamb before 
and lfter nursing a number of times daily. 
Ritzman (1917) milked ewes by hand lnd classified them inca poor, 
fair, good, and high producing groups. The respective total gains to eight 
weeks m1de by single hmbs were 19.0, 24.6, 29.3 and 34.0 lb. 
Neidig lOd Iddings (1919) after determining milk yields from a small 
number of ewes stated that apparendy the greatest factor in growth is 
quantity of milk; hence, a high milk producing ewe is more valuable than 
l low producer. They determined their yields by weighing the lamb before 
and aftet nursing at v:uious intervlls during l 48-hour period. 
In 1939, Bonsma reported a highly significant correlation between milk 
yield of ewe and live weight of lamb from one week of age through 11 
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weeks. The correlation declined progressively from rhe beginning until the 
11th week of Iarution. He 1150 found a significant correlation between birth 
weight and milk yield showing the interrelationship of these bctors. 
Wallace (1948) found a high correlation between rhe amount of milk 
that lambs consumed and their weights during the first 28 days of life. In 
these trials, each individual pound of milk consumed increased the weight 
by O.2~ lb. He reported th"t the weight of the lamb at onc month could 
be used with a high degree of accu['2cy to determine the milk yield u:r '0 
that time and that it was fairly aCCU["2 t c for esti mation of the milk yicl for 
the entire hctation period. 
Barnico:n, Logan and Grant (1949) also found a high corrdation be-
[ween milk yields and Ia.mb gliins from birth to six weeks of age. Correlli-
tion between milk production a.nd Ia.mb growth declined during the seven-
to-nine-week Stlige lind at 10 to 12 weeks WlS of minor signifielinee. 
Studying the milk production of mature Merino ewes, Hugo (1952) 
found a highly significlint coefficient o f correlation (r= . S46~ ) between milk 
production and lamb gllins. H e also reported thlir ewes nursing ram lambs 
glive 8 perccnt more milk than those nursing ewe lambs and thlir a high 
level of nutrition during pregnancy lind llicarion increased milk produc-
tion 81 percent. Ewes fed on the low level of nutrition received o. H2 lb. 
tot1l.l digestible nutrients daily, of which 0.092 lb. WliS digestible protein. 
T his WliS incceliscd to 0.886 lind 0. 11 9 lb., respectively, for th e laSt month 
of pregnlincy and throughout lact1l.tion. Concurrently, ewes fed on the high 
level received 1.129 lb. of rotal digestible nutrients daily, of which 0.148 lb. 
WlS digcstible protein. This was incre:l.sed to 1.36 lb. tOt1I.l digestible nu-
trients, of which 0.184 lb. wu digestible protein. Both high and low levels 
are much lower than Nuional Aesca.rch Council recommenduions. He 
determined milk yield by weighing lambs before lind lifter suckling five 
times within li 24-hour period once each week for 13 weeks. 
Whiting, Slcn and Bezeau ( 1 9~2) found that growth of Ia.mbs and 
milk intlike to seven weeks of age were highly correhted. Each ounce in-
crease in livenge dllily milk inru:e from birth to seven weeks increa.sed la.mb 
weight lit seven weeks by 0.48 lb. Their milk yield determinations wen: 
obtained by weighing lambs before lind lifter nursing at four-hour intervals 
during cwo 24-hour periods each week. 
After extensive tria..ls comparing. high lind low levels of nutrition for 
l ,no mlitUre ewes grazing during bo th rregnlincy lind Iaeution, Coop 
(1950) concluded tha t level o f nutrit ion 0 ewe ~.fter hmbing accounts for 
lilmost lill of the difference in milk yield of ewes and welining weight of 
bmbs. In [he trials, different levels of nutrition were established by ad-
justing quality of pasture lind stOcking rate so that ewes on the high level 
of nuuition gllined 25 to 40 lb. during pregnancy while ewes on the low 
level gained or lost about :5 lb. during pregnancy. · All ewes entered the 
breeding selison in modente condition. After Ia.mbing, one-ha..lf o f each 
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group was switched to the opposite level of nutrition. He recommended 
f~ing ewes to g20in about ~ lb. during pregm.ncy. followed by a high levd 
of nutrition during lactation, as the most efficient sysrem of 120mb produc. 
tion under Austr.llian conditions. 
A distinct correlation between milk production of ewes and weight 
increases of lambs is recorded by Mosten (19B). He considered milk pro. 
duction one of the most vital and fundamental facro rs affecting develop" 
ment and quality of lambs 2nd asuibe<i 6~ to 80 percent of the variation in 
milk production co environment, mainly nutrition. 
Thomson and Thomson (19B) switched lambs from high-plane ewes 
to low· plane ewes following parturition and vice·versa to study the in· 
Auence of milk yield on growth nte of lambs. l ambs transferred from low-
plane to high-plane mothers at birth were able to take advantage of the 
grelucr milk supply though rhey were 'still smaller at weaning than those 
conceived and reared by high-plane mothers. lambs transferred from high-
plane to low plane mothers had a high mort:r.lity rate and toO few were 
raised to we:r.ning for definite conclusions to be drawn. 
PURPOSE OF IN VESTIGATIO 
The review of liter:r.ture shows that many of the fundamental principles 
of productivity have been established. Many of the tests were conducted, 
however, under conditions that differed widely from those existing in Mis-
sou ri and inform2otion is incomplete with regard to the foHowng factors 
which may affect productivity. 
I. Use of Roughage and Pasture. More information is needed on the 
maximum uriliz2tion of roughage 2nd pasture by sheep. The kinds and 
amounts of roughage and pasture grown in Missouri have been and still 
ue incce:r.sing but these feeds must be efficiently and profinbly convened 
into edible hum2n food in order for grassland farming to continue. 
2. Sire Efftct. At present, sheep producers seem to be more interested 
in obtaining a ram of the breed of their choice than in the rela tive merits 
of rams within breeds. litt le or no experimennl work has been conducted in 
which Cilms of different size and type within breeds have been compared. 
3. Dystodas. The occurrence of difficult parturition has been attribut-
ed usually to the sire but may also be associated with ewes of cerrain body 
conformation, currenrly unidentified. Information relating thereto would 
be of value in the selection of both ewes and rams. 
4. Factors Afftcting Growth Ratt of Lambs. A more complete know-
led$e of faerors which affect growth rate of Iambs should be of value in 
devlsing more profinble systems of lamb production. Relationships between 
birth weight, milk intake, body weight of dams and growth rate of lambs 
need furrher ciarific1tion. Complete undemanding of these relationships 
should aid in the selection of gestation and laeration rations, selection or 
culling of (he ewe Aock and seleerion of the sire. 
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O BJECTIVES 
The objectives were: 
1. To determine the effectS of the following factors on productivity 
of ewes: 
a. Feeding a liberal allowance of concentrates to ewes in late preg· 
nancy in addition to pasture compared to pasture alone without 
conCentflltes. 
b. The extensive use of roughage and p:l.Sture. 
c. Size of sire. 
d. Confo~~a[ion of ewes, specifically the relationship to difficult 
partUnnon. 
2. To determine the effect of sex, birth weight and milk intake of 
lambs, and body weight of dams on the growth rate of lambs. 
M ETHO D S 
Two trials were conducted beginning in 19:i1 with twO groups of two-
year-old northwestern ewes bred to Hampshire rams for early lambs. 
General management pracrices were consistent with those recommend· 
ed fur the commercial lamb producer. The twO groups of ewes either grazed 
together or on comparable, good pastures for a total of approximlltely 11 
months of the yeat. All were fed a liherllJ allowance of concentrates during 
iact2tion before lush spring pllSture became aVll illlble. O ne group W:l.S fed 
2 lb. of concentrates per helld daily llS a supplement to pllsture beginning 
60 days before expected parturition (calculated from breeding records). Hay 
Wll.S fed (1 ) when snow prevented grazing, (2) for three ro five days fol· 
lowing parturition, and (3) when the ewes were confined to obtain milk 
yields. Parasites were controlled and a mineral mixture containing steamed 
bone meal and salt, eqwl partS by weight, was fed ad libitum. umbs wen:: 
docked and castrated at 4 to 10 days of age and fed grain until marketed.. 
The records kept included: 
1. Breeding dates. 
2. Weekly weights of ewes, rams and lambs. 
3. Birth weights of lambs. 
4. Amounts of feed fed to ewes and lambs. 
:i. Selling price of lambs. 
6. Dressing percentages. 
7. Carass grades and carcass measurements of lambs. 
8. Milk yield of ewes. 
9. Fleece weightS. 
10. Analyses of urine for kerone bodies during the last fou r weeks of 
pregnancy. 
11. Normal and abnormal delivery of lambs. 
12. Body measurements of ewes and rams. 
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13. Pictures showing methods, equipment, live animals and carcasses 
of the lambs. 
Division of Ewes. The 63 test ewes obtained in Montana as yearlings 
were divided into uniform groups for breeding to twO rams. The criteria 
used to establish equitable distribution were: 
1. Fall yearling weight, 19~O. 
2. W eight taken August 3, 1951. 
3. Management and production during the preceding test, 1950-' ~1. 
Each ewe's production record from the preceding test was adjusted to 
a single wether lamb basis for use in making the division. Furthermore, be· 
cause differences in management during the preceding test might have in-
fluenced eieher the weight or productivity or the ewes or both, they were 
allotted equitably according to past management. 
In dividing the ewes into sub-groups for feeding treatments, breeding 
dates were used in addition to the criteria above to minimize the differences 
in average lambing date. Since equitable distribution of ewes according to 
eype of pregnancy was desirable, an attempt was made to determine the 
number of fetuses cauied by each ewe. Determination of the type of preg-
nancy by X-ray examination, ~6 co 85 days following conception, was not 
successful because the equipment available was not powerful enough for the 
X-rays to penetrate the fleece. Data presented by Wallace (1948) indicated 
that weight gains of the ewe from conception to the ~6th day of pregnancy 
could be used with reasonable accuracy to forecast the type of pregnancy. 
Division of ewes by this crieerion proved to be inaccurate bue the overall 
lambing percentage of the cwo groups of ewes, nevertheless, was nOt greatly 
different. 
In the second test, the original divisions were maintained, with a few 
adjustments made because of loss or sale of ewes. Rams were switched to 
opposice groups of ewes to reduce the variability which would resuit from 
unequal productivity of the ewes. 
The Rams and Their Management. Two four-year-old Hampshire 
rams, representing extremes in size, were used (Figure 1); one weighed 2W 
lb. and the other weighed In lb. in field condition. Both rams were 
of known ancestry and their offspring produced in the college flock 
h,ad shown that they wefe prepotent in uansmitting their size characteris-
tlcs. 
Two yearling rams (Figure 2), one comparable to che older large ram 
and the other comparable to the older small type ram, were maintained for 
use in case their counterparts failed to settle the ewes. The large yearling, 
weighing 240 lb. in breeding condition, was obtained from a Colorado 
breo:ler who produced large Hampshires. The small yearling weighed 170 
pounds and was by the small four-yeac-old ram and out of a small ewe. The 
small yearling was comparable to the tWO older rams in mutton conforma-
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Figure I _Large and sma1l4-year-old carns Jdected for tbe tCSt. (Pictund following shear ing in 1951). 
Figure 2 -urge and small rcph.ccmem cams pictured following shearing as 4-year-olds. 
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cion, but the brge yearling was of different type than the older rams. These 
ram s, now four-year-olds, weigh 270 and 190 lb. in field condition. 
During the two-week pre-breeding and breeding periods, che rams 
were fed 1 lb. per head daily of a bulky concentrate mixture containing 5 
pam oars, 5 parts bran, and 1 parr soybean oil meal by weight. In addition 
they were fed legume hay ad libitum and were provided the coolest quare-
ers possible. They were shorn shortly after the beginning of the breeding 
season in the first test and before br~ding was begun in the second. 
The rams were turned with their assigned group of ewes for only one 
hour in the early morning during the first few days of the breeding season. 
Later, they were turned with the ewes for one hour both morning and even-
ing. The former practice of early-morning breeding was followed through-
out che second breeding season. 
Semen collections were made periodiaall y and evaluaced throughout 
each breeding season. The brge ram was infertile in the first test and his 
replacement was used thereafter. In che second test, the smaH ram became 
infertile after about half the ewes were bred, and his substitute was used 
for the remainder of the breeding period. 
Breeding Rt~ords_ Individual breeding records were kept daily 
throughout the breeding season which began on Augusc 15 in the first test 
and September 1 in the second. Each ewe was numbered with marking fluid 
for individual identification. The rams' briskets were painted each day with 
a marking fluid which left smudges of pigment on the rump of the ewe after 
btttding. The color of the fluid" was changed each 12 days in order to dis-
tinguish ewes which had not conceived. In the second rest a marking har-
ness was used on che rams instead of the coloring fluids. 
Pasture and Feeds Used. The objective was to supply constantly an 
abundant amount of high quality pasture. Many varieties of pastures were 
used to furnish grazing during all seasons of che year. 
Bluegrass pasture was grazed during the breeding, gestation and early 
lactation periods in che first test, and wheat, bluegros and timothy-Iespe-
deza pastures during the bte lactation and dry periods or during the spring 
and summer months. In the second test, ewes grazed bluegrass pasture dur-
ing the breeding and early gestation periods, tall fescue-Iadino clover dur-
ing the lue gestation and early lactation periods, and call fescue-Iadino 
dover, orchard grass, bluegrass and timothy-les~ez:l; pastures during the 
late lactation and dry periods. 
During the breeding and early gestation periods, the only feed pro-
vided was pasture. Begining 60 days before expected lambing, each ewe 
receiving Treatment A was fed :I; concentrate mixture ac the rate of 2 lb. per 
head daily. The bani concentt2te mixtute consisted of 6 pares shelled com, 
3 parts wheat bran, and 1 part soybean oil meal, by weight. Ewes receiving 
Treatment B received pasture alone rhroughout pregnancy. 
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After lambing, all ewes were fed the nrne ration and received the same 
tre:nmem, a bulky concentrate ntion for the first three days post-patrum 
and then 2 lb. per he2d daily of the basal concentrate mixture. The groups 
were aJcernated between compa.rable p:utllres. As soon as the spring pasture 
was lush (April), grain feeding of ewes was stopped. 
Good quality legume hay was supplied at the rate of 6 lb. pcr he:ad 
da.ily whenever (1) inclement weather prevented gnzing, (2) the ewes were 
confined following lambing, or (3) milk yields were obtained. 
Concentnues were fed (0 the lambs from lI.bout three weeks of age until 
ffillketing. A mixture of hroln and ground corn was fed at the beginning 
bec2u$c young lambs would cat it more readily, but later the nrion was 
changed to shelied corn only. E:lch of the four groups of bmbs W:lS fed 
separately in creeps undll:lmbs by ehe S:lme sire were eating :lpproxim:ltely 
the same :lmounts of guin. From then on, the sire groups were combined. 
The bst group of bmbs mukeeed in each test W:lS weaned :lnd finished in 
dry lot. The dry lot ruion consisted of shelled corn, restricted to prevent 
loss from overeating disease, :lnd good quality legume h:ly fed ad libitum. 
Housing. Housing consiSted of a 35 ft. x 72 ft. open.front shed joined 
by four 18 ft. x 60 ft. lou. The p:lStures joined the shed :lnd the ewes :li-
w:lys h:ld access to it during the winter and early spring monchs. During 
late pregnancy and e:aly lactation, the ewes were confined each night to 
the lots and shed. The rear one-third of the shed, m:lde dr:lft free by siS:lI-
cr:l.ft p:lpef and in sub ted with straw, W:lS used fo r the bmbing <ju:lrters. 
Movable pens, 4 ft. s<juue, were used in this enclosure for the ewe and her 
}'oung offspring during the first three or four d:lys post-putum. The reo 
m:linder of the shed w:u e<juipped with hmb creeps, feed ncks, snles for 
weighing feed :lnd tCSt :lnimais, :md:l sroC:lge sp:lce for feed :lnd C<juipment. 
Wnghts of E~s a,zd Lambs. W eekly weights of ehe ewes were ob-
t:lined except during the dry period. L:tmbs were weighed at birch and e:lch 
week until sold. Mu ket weights were obtained by averaging weights taken 
on cwo consecutive days prior to shipment of the bmbs. 
Milk Yield DeJenllillation. Weekly milk yields of all ewes were 0b-
tained from the second week through the ninth week ofhcntion in the 
first trial. The bmbs wCfe scpuared from the ewes :lnd ~ .. eighed immediate-
ly before and after nursing 2[ four-hour intervals during one 24-hour peri_ 
od. In rhe case qf twins, boch nursed concurre ntly. T he coc:l1 d:ot.ily milk 
inake W:lS determined by subu:ot.ccing the weights before nursing from 
those raken after nursing. T his :ot.mounc was assumoo to be the Ol.ver:lge daily 
milk intlke for the preceding six days, and when mulriplied by seven gave 
the wC(:kly milk yield. 
L:ilmbs were scp:lrated from their dams for 30 minutes to one hour priOT 
co collection of the milk yield data. Then they were permitted to nurse the 
~. Emptying udders at the beginning of rhe determination periods was 
deemed essential. The few heavy milking ewes not nursed dry by this pro-
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ceduce were either milked by hand or nursed by orphan or triplet lambs. 
Separation and weighing were staggered so that determinations for each 
of the four groups would cover a 24-hour period. The lambs were kept in 
their creeps during the weigh periods. 
Milk yields dropped sharply during the latter part of each determina-
tion period in the first test. Therefore, the procedure was altered in 1953 
co obtain milk yields during twO 12-hour periods separated by 24 hours, 
during which the ewes and lambs were allowed to run together. Because 
determination over the twO 12·hour periods was expected to be a less severe 
treatment for young lambs, yields were determined for the first week of 
lactation. 
Difficulties encountered in weighing the lambs were soon el iminated 
or minimized. Extreme care was reguired to prevent ripping the platform 
of the 20-kilogram balance used at the beginning of the first trial. It was 
not rugged enough for such heavy use. A Buffalo beam scale, graduated to 
0.02 lb., was substituted for it and used the remainder of the first year. TIl(: 
scale and the wooden weigh box used in 1952 are shown in Figure 3. Our 
ing the second test, a Howe Weight-O·Graph, weighing in units of 0.02 
lb., proved satisfactOry (Figures 4, 5, and 6). 
Figure 3 -SC;l.les and weig h box used during nrst test for weighing b mbs 
to determine milk yields. 
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Figure 4 _ Howe- WeighI-O-Graph proved e.:rcellem for weighing small 
lambs. 
Fi~urc 5 - This is tbe po$icio D found moSt satisflCt"or y for weighing large 
I:un hs 10 tbe Howe. Weight-O.Gnph. 
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Fi~ure 6 _Arr:mgement of equipment used in weighing i:l.mbs fa determine 
milk YIelds during the second test. 
After it was observed that lambs tend to urinate soon after being arous-
ed, errors due to urination and defecation were minimized by allowing the 
lamb to exercise a few minutes before weighing. Ewes which gave more 
milk rhan their lambs could consume for the weighing period provided 
another problem, although oflittle consequence in the overall results. These 
ewes were eirher hand milked or suckled by an orphan or a triplet lamb 
JUSt before the ewes and lambs were separated and after each nursing. The 
milk consumed by these lambs was not weighed but there were few cases 
of this nature. On rare occasions, a lamb gOt out of its pen or missed a 
weighing for some other reason. In these cases, an average of the milk in-
rake obtained at the other five weighings was substituted for the missing 
weight in determining milk intake for the 24-hour period. 
Treatment for Parasites. The ewes were drenched in early Occobcr 
with copper sulfate and in late November and March with phenothiazine 
in both rests. A salt-phenothiazine mixture (ten co one, by weight) was fed 
ad-libirum from April to D ecember each yeat. 
The lambs that were fattened in dry lot wete drenched with phenothia-
zine at rhe beginning of rhe dry lor feeding period in addition to being fed 
the phenothiazine-salt mixture. 
Shearing. The ewes were shom about May 10 and March 21 in 19n 
and 1953, respectively. Individual fleece weights were recorded and grades 
were obtained through the cooperation of the Midwesr Wool Marketing 
Association. 
T ests for Ketone Bodies in Urine. One objective was to provide only 
pasture to Treatment B ewes unless an outbreak of pregnancy disease ap-
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Peared imminent. Therefore, urine of ewes wu tested fo r the presence of 
ketone bodies within four weeks of their expected lambing dates, " Acctesr" 
ublets developed for field analyses by the veterinarian were used for these: 
determinations. 
Body Measurements of Ewes and Rams. Founeen body measure-
mentS of ewes and r2ms were taken JUSt prior (0 the breeding season in 1951 
for srudy in connection with dystocias which might occur. The locations of 
me2SUIcments arc shown in Figure 7. These rne2surcmcnts included some 
of the more reli2ble me2surcments reported by Phillips and Stochr (1945) 
:I.nd others [hllt were considered desinble (or the purpose of the tcst. A 
stecl [:lpe was used for the length measurements and calipers were used 
for width measurements, 
I 
II 
Figure ?-Locatioo of body mO$urementsj (1) height at withers, (2) depch 
of chen, (3) width at point of shoulders, (4) width at hooks, (5) wid th at frO-
chanters, (6) length-Sho ulder point to p ins, (7) length-shoulder points to 
hooks. (8) length-front of withers to book bones, (9) length-hook bones to pin 
bones, (10) circumference of heart gin h. ( 11 ) ci rcumference of middle at reu 
Banks, (12) ci rcumference of fo re shank at smalleSt pan , (1 3) w idth of ischial 
arch, and (14) drop from hook bones to p in bones. 
29 
FigUN: 8-L0c2lio n o f eareut measuremcou; (1) ""idth o f leg, (2) depch of 
eIlCSt, (J) k !,gth of body. (4) length o f IC,II"'J5) hock to crutch, (6) depth in 
crutch (4 minus 5). Ind (7) length of tibia In ta{5IU, 
l'Ifa rJuting a"d Market Data. Three mukedngs of lambs wcrc made 
e2Ch year. Weight was the sole criterion used in the: selection of a 11mb for 
marketing. A minimum of 83 lb. W'-S required except (or a few iambs, most· 
ly triplets, in che last group ffi1fketed cach year. 
Members of the D epartment of hoimd H usblndry gnl.de<! the lambs 
before each marketing. Bco.usc there was no app:ucnt difference in b.mbs 
due to ewe treatment, they were sold lccording to sire groups. 
The market data included sale price and weight, carcass grades, o.rc:ass 
weights, and external carcass mClsurcmcntS. 
Carcass measurements werc obtained because of the great 1pp1rem 
differences in conform1tio n of I1mbs by the twO sires. Furthermore, some 
workers ( H1mmond, 19~2, 1nd P1isson, 1939) h1ve shown th1t line1! bone 
m~uremems are 1ssociated with C1rC1!S tju1lity, 
The measurements (Figure 8) were: 
1. Width of leg-from outside of leg to outside of leg through the 
widest point on 1 line pUlillel with the floor. 
2. Depth of chest-from outside of me1! over the spinous processes 
to outside of meat over the breast bone 1t the deepest point or 1pproxiTTl2te-
Iy 2t the seventh rib. 
~. Length of body-from the pubn symphysis to the anterior edge of 
the middle of the first rib. 
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4. Length of leg-from the pubis symphysis to the anterior edge of 
the distal end of the tarsal. 
~. Hock to crutch -from the crucch ro che anterior edge of che distal 
end of the tarsal. 
6. Depth in crutch-measurement 4 minus measurement 5. 
7. Length of tibia and rarsus-from the end of the tibia in the stifle 
joint ro rhe anterior edge of the distal end of the carsal. 
Measurements and visual evaluation of the carcasses showed consistent 
differences in che conformation of lambs by the tWO sires. Therefore, in the 
second rest, representative lambs were retained for determination of percent-
age weight in the various wholesale Cuts. The lambs were killed and pro-
cessed in the University meats laborarory wich the aid of personnel in the 
meats sectIon. 
The procedure for determination of the percencage of wholesale curs 
was rhat ouclined by Margerum (1952), with a few minor changes. 
The carcasses were cooled at 34 degrees Fahrenheit for 48 to 72 hours 
and weighed immediately before cutting. W eights of the five major whole-
sale curs were obtained immediately after separacion of che carcass. The 
breast, flank and shank were removed by scarring in the crotch and cutting 
out to che end of the 13th rib, chence on a straight line to the "V" made 
by the breast and fore leg (the cut passed about 1 in. above the olecranon 
ptocess of the ulna) . The shoulder was separated from che rib by cutting 
perpendicular to che back, beginning ar che lower posrerior edge of the fifrh 
rib. The seven-rib rack was separated from the hind saddle by making a CUt 
perpendicular to the line of the back beginning at the posterior edge of the 
12th rib. T he loin was removed ac the anterior edge of the ilium by a cut 
made perpendicular ro the top of the carcass. Pictures were obtained of the 
carcasses and the rib end of the loins. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The Effects of Feeding Concentrates 
to Ewes in Late Pregnancy 
The effects of adding concentrates to a ration of pasture, alone, for 
ewes in late pregnancy were evaluated, using the following criteria: 
1. Gain and condition of ewes. 
2. Fleea: weights. 
3. W eight and vigor of lambs at birth. 
4. Milk yield. 
5. Growth fate of lambs. 
6. Market data including: 
a. SeUing price. 
b. Carcass grades. 
c. Dressing percentage. 
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The pertinent data obtained from this portion of the study are pre-
:enred in Appendi x Table 25. Pam of this table will berresenred and dis-
cussed in detail in the body of the thesis. The amounts 0 feed provided are 
presented in T able 1. 
31 28 29.5 29 28 28.5 
121 .4 117.8 119.7 None None None 
151.2 10.8 84. 9 150.8 10.7 85.7 
121.8 145.2 133.0 121.9 145.2 132.7 
ad lib a d lib ad lib ad lib ad lib ad lib 
28 
" 
26.5 28 24 26 
146.5 131.3 139.3 142.5 126.3 134.8 
107.6 122.1 114.4 107.0 112.3 111.6 
200.1 197.7 199.0 200.2 199.3 199.8 
ad lib ad lib ad lib ad lib a cl ilb ad lib 
parts; 
3 part~ and soybean 011 meal, I part, by weight. 
2 Good quality lespedeza or red clover. 
3 BIW!grau in 1952, bluegrass to November 21 and then tall fescue-Iacllno through-
out the remainder of gestation In 1953. 
4 Steamed bone meal and salt, equal part s, by weight. 
S Concentrates were fed Wltll spring pasture was abundant. 
6 Summer pasture furnished InCluded the best available: bluegrass, wheat, timothy 
and lespedeza in 1952 and tall fescue-ladlno, bluegrass , orChard grass and le spedeza 
In 1953. 
7 salt, 10 parts, to phenothJ.adne, 1 part, by welgllt. 
8 Total of the average for the two periods. 
The major difference in che amounts of feed consumed was the feed-
ing of concencrates during the last 60 days of pregnancy ro one group of 
ewes, Treatment A, while the other group, Treatment B, was not fed con-
centrates. Other within-year differences were small. 
Extensive use was made of pasture, totaling approximately 322 and 
344 days, respectively, in the first and second tests. Fewer days of inclement 
weacher were encountered during gestation in 19:>3 than in 1952, resulting 
in a much smaller hay consumption in the second test, 10.8 lb. compared 
to 151.0 lb. in the first. 
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The number of ewes on test was nOt constant. Some were removed for 
the following reasons: 
11152 [!IS! 
Treatment • B • B Lale concept ion , , , 
Death from: 
a. DIsuse , , 
b. To~lc product. of decomposed fetllRs , , 
c. lnJW"y , 
Loss of of!spr lng 3 , 
Ewe or offsErlll11: "bnormal , 
Ewes which yeaned after March 16 were removed from tes t because 
their lambs had li ttle chance for early marketing. In 1953, tWO ewes from 
each treatment died shortly after lambing from toxici ty produced by the 
decomposition of dead feruses. Post-mortem examination of the ewes and 
lambs did not reveal a CilUse for the fetal deaths. One ewe yeilned rwo de-
co mposed fetuses and one live lamb, but her performance was sub-normll 
md she and her lamb were removed from rest. A necrotic liver was found 
at slaughter in one lamb, a single, which had an unusually low milk inrakt 
and low gain. T he least error, it seemed, would result by removal of these 
data from the test. 
None of the removals cOllld be aruibuted to feed trearment of the 
ewes. Pregnmcy disease did nOt occur, and tcsrs made to detect ketOne bod· 
ies in the urine during the laSt month of pregnancy were mostly negative. 
A fc:'w slightly positive tests occurred in borh ([earments. 
Gain alld Condition of Ewes, Avenge weights of ewes are shown 
in Table 2 md Figure 9; gains during pregnlncy lind loss in weight at par-
turition arc shown in Tlble 3. 
The changes in weights of the ewes 2fe summarized below. 
1. A comparison of ewes of Treatment A with ewes of Trelltment B 
shows that the T reatment A ewes: 
a. Made larger gains during pregnancy. 
h. Lost more weight during parturition in the first teSt. 
c. ~ere heavier after parturition in relation to weights at concep-
tion. 
2. Ewes bearing rwin or triplet lambs compared to ~"eS bearing singles: 
a. Gli ned more during pregnancy, except those on Treatment A 
in 1953. 
b. Lost more weight at parturition. 
c. Weighed less immedilltdy after pururition in rdation to weights 
at conception. 
3. Ewes mlde greater glins during pregnancy in 1953 thln those on 
comp11'1l.ble trc-atments in 1952, both in products of concepcion and in actual 
body weight. 
TABL E 2 __ AVERAGE WEIGHT OF EWES FROM CONCEPTION THRO UGH GESTATION, LACTATION AND DRY PERIODS 
Year rgsz 1953 
A B A B 
123.4 124.1 148.5 138.8 123.6 125.6 146.6 145.6 129.0 148.0 189.0 162.5 
125.7 \26.2 149.8 142.9 129.3 128.5 150.4 150.3 135.5 152.0 181.0 165.5 
128.1 128.2 154.4 147.4 133.5 132.0 155.7 156.7 140.5 155.0 178.5 170.0 
131.3 128.4 160.0 152.3 138.5 135.4 163.2 162.0 145.5 162.0 191.0 180.0 
138.0 129.9 169.5 154.6 145.8 136.3 171.5 165.8 158.0 162.0 198.0 181.5 
144. 9 IS0.6 176.9 156.S 154.7 138.4 179.5 168.5 169.0 171.0 209.0 188.0 
148.1 131.0 178.2 158.7 156.9 138.0 181.0 169.7 171.5 164.0 213.0 192. 0 
Weight Just before 
Parturition 150.9 132.4 179.0 161.2 ISfJ .4 135.9 181. 3 170.6 ]66.5 164.0 214.5 193.5 
Weight Just after 
Parturition 130.4 115.0 ]63.3 144 .5 127.7 111.7 150.6 142.9 127.0 126.0 ]66.0 144 .0 
Number of Ewes l Raising Lambs 14 18 , \I \I \0 13 n I , I 
Weight dur~g Lactation 
by Weeks 
I 127.6 115.0 162 .3 144.5 126. 1 111.7 152.5 143.2 124.0 166.0 144 .0 
, 126.4 116.2 161.7 144.6 125.8 111.9 150.2 142.S 123.0 172.2 144.0 
• 125.7 I1S.0 160.0 143.7 122.0 113.0 146.1 136.5 125.0 173.0 150.0 6 123.9 115.4 15S .2 141.4 119.7 113.3 141.9 137.6 117.0 167.5 143.6 
8 121. 5 116.0 152.4 140.9 118.1 112.8 138.8 133.1 118.0 164.5 142.0 
10 122 .4 116.8 153.8 141.4 117.8 113.8 139.0 133.1 123.0 167.5 137.6 
I' 124 .5 118.6 155.7 143.6 120.7 115.9 142.5 135.7 129.0 166.5 146.6 
14 126.5 121.6 15'1".7 146.3 125.3 118.5 146.6 141.8 125.0 170.0 145.6 
16 131. 9 126.3 165.7 I 54 . I 128.6 122.7 153.4 146.5 130.0 174 .5 \ 59.0 
'''' .. "''' ,-v,, ~~ .. v" 
. Removal of Fleece 121.6 ll6.6 156.6 I' 
:ht nearest August 1 130.0 128.4 154.3 11 H.~ 133.3 J3V.l> 14t;.V 113.V I' 
ffers from number at lambing because of removal of ewes from tesl or loss of one lamb from multlple b 
born twins or tr iplets being raised as singles or twins. 
2 Includes weight of fleece even though the ewes were shorn before Ihe 16th week of laciatlon. 
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" 
~T~A~B~L;E~'~ __ ~A=V:E~RA:G~E~~~~~~~~W~"~G~HT~O~F EWES FROM CONCEPTION 
A. Gain d5.ing Pregnancy of Ewu 
Yunlng 
30.tI(16)2 SinClu (lb.) 12.8(18) 4M(8) 27.4 (11) 
TwIns (lb. ) 37.4{13) U.O{lO) 3U.S(l1) 31.3(13) 
Trlpl~U (lb.) H.5 (2) 22.0(1) 52.0(2) 34.5(2) 
B. Lon ~artl.lrit\on or Ewes 
Yeanl 
Sqlu (lb.) 20.5(16) 17.4(18) 15.1(8) ttl.7Ul) 
Twtns (lb. ) 30.7(13) 24.2 (10) 30.7(17) 27,7(13) 
TrlpleU (lb.) 3U.S(2) 38.0(1) 48.5(2) 4 U(2) 
C. Gain or Loss from Conception to 
Flut W~t.cht following Pu turltlon 
of Ewes Yeanl!!&" 
Singles (lb.) 10.1 (16) -4.6(18 ) 24.8(8) 10.1(1\ ) 
Twins (lb. ) 8.7(13) -10.2(10) 8.8(17) U (! 3: 
1T1p1~h (lb. ) 2.0(2) -16.0(1) 3.5(2) - 15.0(2) 
D. Condition of Ewes at Lamblnl Med. Thin, but High Med, 
Thrift!: 
I Dou not Inelude ~""es that dl~d aho rUy after lambing. 
2 Nl.lmber of ",U in pClN!nthesla. 
3 W~18hl before iamblns mlnlls w~lght following lambing. 4 A_B 
4. All ewes except those of Treatmem B in 19n lost weight during 
the first eight weeks of lan:uion regardless of the number of lambs suck· 
101. 
~, All ewcs gllined from the 10th week ofbct'lltion to August, except 
the ewes which produced singles on TrClltmem A in 1953. 
One objecrive of this study was co determine the effect of a Iibct'lll 
allowance of concenmncs fcd co hlllf the ewes in llddition to pasture. Largt' 
differences were obt1lined in rhe first test; in rhe second, the differences were 
smaller. In 1952, ewes on Treatment A yeaning singles, twins llnd triplets 
gained, respecrivcly, 30.6, 37.4 llnd 41.5 lb. compared to 12.8, 14.0 and 22.0 
lb. for ewes on Trearment B. At lambing, the ewes on Treatment A were 
in medium condition llnd those on Treatment B were thin but thrifty. In 
19)3, rhcewes on Trelltment A yeaning singlcs, twins and triplets gllined, 
respectively, 40.5,39,5 and ~2,0 lb. compared to 27.5, 31.3 and 34.0 lb. for 
ewes on Treatment B. 
In the first tCSt, ewes on Treatment A lost more weight at parturition 
than those on T reatment B; rhus, the difference between the avenge 
weights of the twO gcoups of ewes WllS less after parturition than ar full 
term pregnancy. 10 the second tcsr, ewcs bearing twins on Tteatment A also 
followed the pattern above but those yeaning singles and triplets differed; 
they lost less weight rhan those on Treatment B. These results suggest that 
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the additional mltticms supplied by concemrates were utilized for increased 
development of the fetuS, membrln~ and fluids and body £issue of the darn. 
Ewes which reaned multiple offspring gained more weight during preg-
nmcy,lost more 2.I hmbing lind weighed less <lftcr hmbing in rel:nion to 
their weights:.J.t conception rhln tho~ producing singles. App:uendy, the 
gravid uterus had priority over body tissue of the ewe for nutrients. 
In the second test, both groups of ewes mlcle greater gains lnd were 
in higher condidon lit lambing. A milder winter and more nutritious wimer 
fonge are the probable C1IU5e$. The changes in weight of ewes on Tte2tment 
B were simil:ar co those for ewes on Treatment A in the first test . 
Ouring the first eight weeks of lactation all ewes except those: on Treat-
ment B in 19:52 lost weight even though:l.lI were fed:l. libeul :l.llow:mce of 
conccnm.teS in addition to pasture. Weight losses occurred in early lana-
rion when ewes :l.pparently drew on body reserves to produee large milk 
yields. The avenge loss of weight during the first eight w~ks of lactation 
in 19B r:mged from about 4 lb. for ewes nursing singles on Trotment B to 
14 lb. for ewes on Treatment A suckling twins. In comuse, all ewes on 
Treatment B in 19n mainained their weight or gained slighdy during the 
same period. The most probable cause of the different response of the latter 
ewes is th:n after losing body subst:l.nce during the gestation period, body 
~es were depleted so that none were available (or use in milk produc-
tion. 
All groups of ewes gained in body weighr from the lOrh through the 
16th week of lactation. Ouring this period, lush spring pasture became avail-
able and probably elevated the plane of nutrition, even though concentrate 
feeding was discontinued. The shape of the lact:l.tion curve obnincd in these 
testS and those reporred by other investig:l.tors indicate a trend to lower 
milk yields during this period, making more nutrients aV:l.ilable for increases 
in body weight. 
The ewes were shorn prior to the 16th w~k of lactation but the flcccc 
weightS were :l.dded to the live weights up to this time to show the data in 
proper perspective. From this time on, weight of the flc«e was not includ-
"'. Ali groups of ewes gained from the 16th week of lacration to the first 
of August each yeu, except for Treatment A ewes raising singles in 19B. 
During this period some ewes "O.'ere suckling lambs while others were dry, 
a result of ody marketing of their lambs. T hese data arc presented in Table 
3 and Figure 9 to show the residual effect of feed treatment, or the number 
of bmbs mred, or the effect of both On the weight of the ewe. 
The ewes raising multiple offspring and ewes that were nOt fed con-
centrates in late pregnancy were lighter in weight after the 16th week of be-
nnon in relation to their weightS at conception than ewes fcd concentrates 
and ewes nursing singles. But these ewes made greater gains from the 16th 
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week of hctation to rhe firsr of Augusr each ye~ and differences in weighes 
were nearly eliminated by August 1 in 1952 and g ready minimized in 1953-
In the latter year, the summer was extremely dry, and pasture was nor 
abundant. yet the ewes of lighter weight at 16 weeks o f lactation made 
small gains, while the heavier, f.mer, Trearment A ewes raising singles, lost 
weight during thi s period. 
Average Lmg/h of Ges/ation and A vtrage Lambing Datt$. Ewes 
fed conttntr:ltes in hte pregnancy had a shoner gesC2tion period by one day, 
average, than ewes that were noc fe d grain. The results are presented in 
Table 4. 
Each ewe was on the same treatment both years and parr or all of the 
difference in leng th of gestation might be of genetic origin. Some invesriga-
tors have reported, however, that a high plane of nutrition shortens the 
gescacion period. 
The average lambing dates for ewes of Trcat menrs A and B were, re-
spectively, 1anuary 31 and February 2 in 1952, and February 8 and 11 in 
19H. The breeding season was initiated 15 days ht~ in the second test than 
in the fil'St. A wide range in lambing dates occurred in both teslS, fro m 
January 8 to March 12 in 1952, and from J anuary 24 to March 16 in 1953. 
Fletu Weight. The average weight of Hecces is shown in Table 5. 
TABLE 5 -- AVERAGE YIELD OF WOOL WrrH STANDARD ERRORS (POUNDS) 
No. Of No. Of 
Fttding concentutes during late pregnancy increased wool yields; the 
differences were significant at the 5 percent level each year and at ,rhe 1 ~­
cem level when the cwo years' data were combined. Although gram feeding 
in lare pregnancy increased wool yield, the value of rhe lldditional wool 
amounted to only 10 percent of the COSt of rhe concentrates fed to these 
ewes in addition to rougha~e and puture during hte pregnllncy. 
Birth and Survival oJ Lambs. Data pertaining to birth and survival 
of lambs arc shown in Table 6. 
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TABLE (\ __ EFFECT OF FEEDING TO I N LATE 
NO. Ew .. 
" Av. No. of Lambs per Ewel 1.41 1.68 No. ~ Lambs Raised to Marketing 
" 
38 36 No. of Ewu Raising Lambs to 
Marketing 28 28 25 24 Av. No. of Lamb. Rallied per Ewe 2 1.46 1.36 1. 68 1.59 Percentage Ralted of Lambs Sorn 85.4 92.7 82.4 80.9 Percentage Ra ised of Lambs Born 
88.43 Alive 85.4 92.7 91.3 Av. Birth Weight of Lambs Born 
Alive 
Slnile, (lb.) ll . I (18)4 10,3(18) 12.1 (8) 11,11(11) Twins (lb.) i.O(26) 7.4(20) 11.7(32) U(26) Triplet. (lb.) 7. 5(6) 6.S(3) 8.2 (6) Ute) Vigor of Lambs at 
"'" Strong % 88 .. >0, >0, Singles Medium % 16 
Weak $ 
" Str ong % 
" 
.. 
" 
88 Twins Medium % H .. 3 8 Weak % >0 
• -... 50 50 33 Triplets Medium % 
" " 
67 Weak % 
" 
100 
" 
Removal of Lambs from Test 
Loll8 from Death at or near Birt h 
Dead a t Birth 5 • 8arved 2 
Ewe Disowned 3 1 ChUied 1 Injury 1 1 Deformed 1 
Los8 &fter One Month of Age 
PneILmona 1 Perforated Abomasum 1 1 Cause Unknown 1 1 Orphan Lambs 2 2 Raised to Marketing but Removed 
ffflm Production Dati. becallse 
Lamb was Deformed or Dam Wi.! 
Abnormal 2 I Does not Inc lude ewe. which were r emoved from test before lambing. ~ Based On ewe. raising lambs Inclll(\ed In production and marketing data. Include. two lambs raised to mllrkttlng, but removed fr om production dati. be-4 cause either the lamb or It. dam was not nor mal. Number of lambS In parenthesis. 
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The ewes fed concentrates in late pregnancy yeaned and raised more 
lambs, :average per ewe, than those not fed concentrates. The dara suggest, 
however , thn feed treatment was nOt the cause. In 19!i2, a greater percent-
age of lambs born were raised by ewes nOt fed concentrates than by the ewes 
fed concentrates. 
The causes for death of lambs were similar in both treatments and were 
nor unusual except for the large number born dead in 19!i3 j most of rhese 
were decomposed when born. The cause or causes for the feral deaths could 
not be definitely established. Injury :lnd mineral deficiencies were consider-
ed unlikely_ De1Iths occurred among both single and multiple feru ses. Two 
ewes made linle effort to expel their fetuses and tWO ewes gave birth to 
both live and decomposed lambs. 
The level of prenatal feeding influenced significantly the birth weighr 
of (Win lambs. Ewes fed concentrates yaned twin lambs in 1952 and 19B 
which averaged 9.0 and 9.7 lb., respectively, compared to 7.4 and 9.0 lb. for 
twins whose dams were not fed concentrates prior to lambing. Thus, twins 
from ewes on Treatment A were 22 percent heavier (P <::.01 ) in the first and 
8 percent heavier (P< .O!i) in the second test. 
The birth weights of singles in the first test also were influenced by 
the level of prenatal feeding although the differences were less striking rhm 
for ewins, 11,1 lb. compared to 10.3 lb. or 8 percent difference. The differ-
ence in birth weights of the singles berween tre2tments in 1953 was neg-
ligible, 12.1 lb. compared ro 11.9 lb. 
Tripleu ftom ewes that were fed gnin were heavier than rhose from 
ewes th:at were nor fed grain in late pregnancy in 19H, but the results ob· 
rained with triplets in 1953 were opposite to the 1952 results. These data 
are based on the offspring from only twO ewes in each group and cannOt 
be regarded as conclusive. · 
A higher level of nutrition ap\',:lCendy was furnished to the ewes by 
improved forage: in the second test, ased on the following results: 
I . H eavier mean birth weights of lambs. 
2. Larger milk yields. 
3. Greater gains during pregnancy. 
Some of these differences might have b«n due to [he matutity of rhe 
ewes. They were four years old in the second test and were heavier than at 
any preceding date. 
Lambs from ewes that were furnished concemrates during late preg-
nancy seemed [0 be stronger and marc vigorous, but the difference was nOt 
striking. I n 1952, lambs from ewes on Treatment A were usually .stronger 
and more vigorous than those from ewes on Treatment B. ConSIdered as 
a group lambs were stronger in 1953 than in 1952 with a slight advantage 
to thOse' from ewes of Trearment A. Even though differences were noted, 
no lambs were lost as a result of being weak at birth. 
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M ilk Production o/Ewes. Before bmbing in 19n, ewes on Treatment 
A had larger and more fully developed udders than ewes on T reatment B. 
Reprc~ntative differences arc shown in Figures 10 and 1 LIn 19B, how-
ever, no consistent differences in udder size were observed. 
y; 
-
• 
1;~ \;,' J 'y .i , 
, 
Figure 10-Udder development of r epresentative ewes fed concentrates 
during late pcegoiflcy in 1952 (3 to 5 days Defore lam bing). 
Figure 11 _ Udder devd oJ;lment of representative ewes that did Dot receive 
concentrates during gestatioo In 1952 (3 to 5 days before lam bing). 
" The supply of milk ~v:1ilabk at parturition was not weighed but close 
ob~(ions of:tppucm milk supply were made. It sttmed to be quire 
~rilble within cre:umcm in 1 9~2. All ewes on TrClltmc:nc A had large, well 
developed uders, but many produced only a small initial yield. Ewes on 
Trcatment B hld rehtivdy small udder development, but ffi:l.ny had a good 
initill supply of milk. The average milk yield scemer greater, however, for 
Tr(2.cmellt A ewes and their colostrum was also much thicker. Only (\\'0 
lambs were lost from Starvation. T hese were twins from:.l. ewe on Treatment 
A which did not produce: milk. In 19H all ewes had 1 good supply of milk 
at bmbing. Only slight differences 9,'crc ob~rvc:d between treatments. 
Milk yields were determined from the second through the ninth week 
oflacr.uion in the first tCSt 2nd from the first th rough the ninth week of 
bcmion in the second test. The amounts of milk produced by ewes are 
recorded. in Table 7 and ue shown graphically in Figures 12 and 13. The 
milk yields arc reponed sepantely for ewes raising single and twin lambs 
within treatments. The yields for ewes producing triplets also are includal 
but the small number makes the results inconclusive. 
'.0 ,-~-~--~ ___ ~ __ ~_~_~_--, 
'.0 
' .0 
L 
! 
I &" 1.00 
, 
• J ~ ... 
'.0 
Figure 12-Meao bct2.tioo CUrYe$, 1952. 
Week 01 Lactation 
(lbs daJlY) 
1 3.42 2.82 3.89 3.38 4.66 3.88 6.38 6.30 8.54 6.93 7.77 
2 4.12 3.72 4.68 4.43 4.98 4.16 6.80 6.74 7.52 6.12 7.65 
3 3.85 3.45 4.66 4. 55 4.20 4.02 5." 6.44 6.16 6.45 7.53 
• 3.63 3.09 4,95 4.48 4.08 3.74 5.74 6.08 5.48 5.43 6.99 , 3.41 2.76 4.35 4.4 1 3.66 3.22 5.64 5.26 4.1 5 5.94 B.13 
6 2.96 2.60 3.90 3.71 3.42 3.26 5.28 4.86 3.93 6.24 B.ot 
7 2.53 2.31 3.59 3.40 3.20 3.20 4.78 4.58 3.69 5.31 6.27 
6 2.56 2.2.7 3, 15 3.34 3.00 3." 4.14 4.26 4.00 4.44 5.91 
9 2.52 2.14 3.14 2.98 3.14 Vl8 3." 3.98 3.59 3.60 5.91 
Av. Dally Yield {lbs. J 3.22 2.80 4.03 3.B5 3.82 3.52 5.42 5.39 5.22 5.61 7.13 
Ay. Total Yield (lbs.) 203.0 176.4 253.9 242.6 240.7 221.8 341.5 33B.9 328.9 353,4 449.8 
1 All ewes were fed 2 pounds per head dally of the basal concentrate mixture in early lacta tion. 
2 Does not Include two twin lambs raised as singles after the first few weeks 01 age which are included In the market data, 
3 One pair of twlnl no! Included, one of which was not owned by Its dam. 
4 Estimated for 1952 from yields the fir st and second weeks of 1953. 
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f igure 13-Mean lacration curves, 1953. 
The peak milk production W:.l.S reached during the SC(Qnd week of 
lactation, except for ewes raising singles in 1953. I t diminished gradually 
thereafter to the ninth week of lactation. 
The amount of milk produced in 1952 was influenced by the level of 
prenatal nutrition. Ewes on Treatment A produced more milk, especially 
in the eady weeks of lactation, than ewes on Treatment B but the differ-
en~s became smaller as Iaeration progressed and, at one point, were actu'ol.lIy 
greater for ewes on Treatment B, i.e., ewes producing twins the eighth week 
oflactation. In 1953, tOtal milk yields were pnctically the same for both 
treaements, hue t here was consider:able weekly variation. T reatment A ewes 
nursing singles produced slightly more milk during the fim four weeks of 
lactation than comparable ewes on Treatment e, but thereafter the yields 
were almost identical. The yield of ewes suckling twins was variable; Treat· 
ment A ewes had higher yields in five and Treatment e in three of the nine 
weeks in which milk yields were measured. 
In 1953, ewes suckling singles and twins produced much more milk 
than in 1952, approximately 50 and 100 lb. more, respectively. Milk yields 
tend to increase with successive lactations (Bonsma, 1939), but the differ-
ence between the second and third lactations is reported co be less than 5 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT S T ATION 
percent. Thus, (h~ Jarg~ diff~r~nces in milk yield beC';I,rec:n y~ars w~r~ pro-
bably due to oth~r caU$~$ including nutrition of th~ ew~. 
According to th~ pres$ur~ theory of milk $~tr~tion, th~ amount of milk 
r~moved from th~ udder in th~ early stag~$ of lactlltion determines th~ gen-
~N.I level of milk production during lactation. If this line of r~asoning is 
correct, large, more vigorous Jambs should b~ able co consume more milk 
in early iactltion and thus establish a high~r genuallevel of mi lk produc-
tion throughout the lactation period. Dua wer~ not obtained co prov~ O£ 
disprove this point but it should nor be disregarded as a possibl~ cause' of 
variation in milk yield. 
The number of young seemed to aff~ct cotal yield co a gr~a(~r extent 
rhan plane of nutrition before lambing, under th~ conditions of this test. 
T he differences in milk yields between ew~s producing singles and twins 
within ueatmems were stuistically significant (P<.OI). In boeh tests, ewes 
on Treatm~nt B N.ising twins produced more milk than ew~s on Treaement 
A nursing single:s, indicating thllt the number of lambs nursed had a greater 
inAuenceon milk yield of ~wes than plane of nutrition during late preg-
nancy. The highest individual yield was obtained from a ewe on Treatment 
B suckling triplets in 19H. In 1953, Treatm~nt A ewes raising twins pto-
duced an average of 341.5 lb. of milk while those with singles yielded 2H9 
lb. , a difference of 34 percent. Compllrable figures for the Treatment B ewes 
were HS.9 and 242.6 lb., respectively, a 40 percent difference. Results were 
similar in 1952 but differences were not as large:lS in 1953. Ewes nursing 
twins produced 19 :tnd 26 percent more milk than ewes nursing singles in 
Treatments A and H, r.espectively. 
Growth Rate Df LambJ. The inAuence on g rowth rate of lambs from 
fceding CI'flccncrates to ewes during late pregf1'.1Ocy is shown in Tables 8 
lind 9 and Figure 14. 
Weight of the lambs at 16 weeks of age was used as the main criterion 
for comparing growth for twO reasons: (1) W eights at 16 weeks of age were 
considered more reliable than those u marketing because the lambs were 
marketed on three different do1tcs and, ehus, noe all were under comparable 
conditions, and (2) many lambs were muketed shortly after reaching 16 
weeks of age in the second test. T his was th~ oldcst age at which all lambs 
could be compared between yean. 
More rllpid growth was made by lambs from the ewes fed concentrates 
during late pregnancy than from ewcs of Treatmenc B in 1952. Singks and 
twins reared by (hcse ewes were 11 and 6 percent heavier, respectively, at 16 
weeks of age. T he differenc~ in 16-w~ek weight was significant « .01) for 
singles but not for twins. The relationship of growth rlltes from birth to 
marketing was similar to those from birch to 16 w~ks; specifically, singles 
and twins from ew~s in Treatment A grew 10 and 4 percent fast~r, respec· 
tively, than those from ~w~s in Treatment B. 
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TABLE 9 -- EFFECT OF 
PREGNANCY ON 
m&rketlng) 
of L&mba In p&Unthesla. 
g4.6(HI)2 
87. 0(22) 
86.0(3) 
163.2 
194.4 
224.7 
88.2(18)1 
88.1(20) 
-------
168.7 
2ot1.7 
.482 
.387 
47 
93.7(g) g4.4 (1I) 
88.8(27) 8U(22) 
82. 5(6) aU(3) 
120.6 123.4 
151.3 152.1 
186.0 150.7 
2 1neludes two L&mbs from multiple blr thB nilltd u singles th:rOl4h most or tile 
bel;atlon period.. 
On ly small differences in growth r:Hes of singles or twins occurred be;. 
tw~n treatments in 1953. The uiplers from ewes in Treltmem B gained 
much more npidly than those from Treatment A, but there were tOO few 
TO make th is a valid comparison. The differences in growth nte between 
treatments were not statistically significant for ei ther singles or twins when 
the IWO years' data were combined. 
The gain to nine weeks and weight at 16 wttks in 19B were signifi. 
candy grealer than in 19n; many lambs were marketed soon after 16 weeks 
of age in the second les1. Their faster rate of growth mUSt have been due to 
a higher plane of nutr ition for the Jambs, which could have resulted pri· 
marily from (I) greater consumption of grain, (2) superior pastures, (3) 
greater milk intake, or (4) a combination of these. 
The amoums of feed consumed by lambs of the same age arc tabulated 
in Table 10. 
These data reveal that smaller amounts of concentrates were consumed 
by lambs in 19B, eliminating grelter grain consumption as a possible cause 
of their faster Tate of growth. 
Tho 'lual ity of pasture may have been superior in 19B since different 
species of orage were grazed under differenr weather conditions. The spring 
of 19'3 was nther dry, pastures less "washy" than usual and fescue·bdino, 
orchard grass and wheat putures were used. If superior pastures were the 
dirttt cause of rhe faster growth nres, most of the difference between yatS 
should have occurred after the lambs were large enough to consume large 
amounts of pasture. Study of Figures 14, 15 and 16 reveals that in 19H 
lambs gained more rapidly throughout the first 16 weeks of life than in 
1952. 1'h~reforc, the influence of pastur~ on gain of the lambs was largely 
indirect through its effect on milk production of the ewes. 
Consumed per 
"" of Ale): 
1 month (lb.) 
•• 
.7 ., . , 
2 months (lb.) 10.0 0.8 4.' 
••• :I months (lb.) 
••• 8.' .. , ••• 
-fo months (lb.) 10.0 10.0 5.0
1 '.0 5 months (lb.) 21.0 21.0 ... 4.91 
II montlls (lb. ) 18.1 2 20.32 
Total Creep Feed (lb.) 119.2 70.3 19.8 21.2 
Av. Feed Consl!m&d per Head In Dry 
Lot after Weaning 
SlIelled Corn (lb. ) 79.4 79.4 60. 1 110.1 
"., 73.2 73.2 52.5 52.5 Consumed 
~ '~; • • on total number or In 
of lambs wu marketed at approximately !lve month$ of aee. The 
a\lerare on the total number of I.;lmbs In each treatment. 
3 Ave rage based on total number of lambs in each treatment. 
" " 
8 U 
22 20 27 22 
Tr iplets , • 3 Percentaee of Lambll Marketed 
by Drafts1: 
ht draft ('1,) 87.5 55.S 88.9 72.7 
Slnglea nd draft (%) 12.5 44.4 11.1 27.3 
:lrd draft (%) 
ht draft (%) 27.3 15.0 24.0 4.' 
Twins 2nd draft (%) 45.5 35.0 36.0 54.S 
lrd draft (%) 27.3 SO.O 40. 0 40.11 est draft (%) .... 33.3 
Triplets 2nd draft (%) 33.3 IS.7 33.3 
3rd draft (!o) 66.7 83.3 33.3 
A\I. seiling Price 
Singles (S/cwt.) 211.00 28.33 27.94 27.32 
Twins ('$!cwt.) 27.41 2S.75 25.10 24.-f03 
Triplets ($/cwt.) 25.71 24.00 24.83 
Av. ~ass Grade 
Singles Lo. Lo. ... ". ClOtee Choice ClOlee Choice 
Tw'", Low Low Low "'. Cootee Choice Choice Cb"" 
Triplets M. H~h ~h 
Chotee Good Good 
Av. Dre"ln& Percenb,ge 50.2 50.2 51.4 51.2 
A\I. Shelled Corn Consumed 85.7 111.7 37.9 34.5 
I Lambs were market&d on July 10, August 4 and september 22, 1952, and June 10, 
June 29 and August 10, 1953. 
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RESEARCH B ULLETI N ~~8 
" Th~ amo.um of m.ilk consumed by lambs :l.ppe2red to be th~ princif>:l.l 
aU$( of Ihe dLff~rence In roue of growlh of lambs between yC:l.tS. Milk yields 
were subsr:l.nrially higher in 19B Ih:l.n in 19~2. The effea of milk inuke on 
growth is discussed further in the section peruining 10 f:l.ctors affecting 
growth U(~ of lambs. 
In each test, lambs nOt he:l.vy enough for m:l.rk~ting in the second dun, 
:l.pproximuely one-third of lOul number of l:l.mbs r:l.ised on both treatments, 
lI.'C re fed in dry lot. T he :l.moums of fad consumed per h~:l.d ue shown in 
Table 10. The :l.mounrs of feed consumed per lamb on feed were the S:l.me 
within yeus, reg:l.rdl~ss of treatm~nt of d:l.m-79 lb. of cum :l.nd 73 lb. of 
hay in 19~2 and 60 lb. of corn :l.nd )lIb. ofh:l.Y in 19~3. 
The :l.V~ug~ amounts of shelled com consumed. per head, based on tOtal 
number of lambs marketed, reflects Ihe percenuge ofbmbs from each treat· 
m~nt thu were fed in dry lot. 
Market Data. Table II gives the ffi:l. rket :l.nd sbught~r data. 
Th~ lambs from the two treHmems were similar in app<:anlnc~ :md 
finish within sire groups and sold for th~ same price u C:l.ch marketing. The 
avel'llge carcass grades and dr~ssing perc~nuges also indic:l.ted th:u no dijf· 
er~nces existed in C:l.tC:l.SS desirability of the bmbs du~ to ue:l.tmenr. Lambs 
ffiuketed orly sold at higher pric(S than lambs sold late, :l. common occur-
rence. In both yeus :.t brger percenuge of single and twin lambs from ~wes 
th:l.t were f~d concentntes in late pregn:l.ncy were marketed. in the first and 
second dr:l.fts than from ewes thu wer~ not fed concentr::nes during gest:l· 
tion. Each group of singles :l.nd twins from Tre:l.tment A sold for :l.pproxi· 
matcly $O.M per hundredweight more than comparable lambs rais~d by 
~es on T rC:l.tmem B. Since ttC:l.tment did not affect either selling price or 
quality of the lambs, the aVer:l.ge selling price shows the influence of m:l.r· 
ket ing early a greater percem:l.ge of the lambs from Tre:l.tment A. The aver· 
:l.ge selling price of triplets in 19~3 also shows the :l.dv:l.nt:lges of early mar· 
keting, those from Tte;1tment B being muketed eulier:l.fld h:l.ving:l. higher 
selling price than those on Treatment A. 
Th~ greater returns frOIn the increased selling price ofhmbs from 
TrC:l.lment A ewes were not sufficient to offset the COSt of addition:l.1 feed; 
the increased average return p<:r ewe from hmbs W:l.S approximately $0.88, 
while th~ COSt of the :l.dditional feed was :l.bout $3.~0. 
The Effect o f Extens ive Use 
of P:l.scure :l.nd Roug h:l.ge 
High production W2S obtained through extensive use of good qU:l.lity 
paStur~. One group of ~wes subsisted enti rely upon pastur~ for an av~ngc 
of285 days (78 percent) of t h~ year. They were fed conc~ntr;ltes during 
lactation only uncillush grass became avaibble md h:l.y whenever inclement 
weather prevented gr:l.zing. The oth~r group was cre:l.ted simihrly excep: 
conCentr:Hes wer~ fed in :l.ddition during th~ laSt 60 days of pregn:l.ncy. In 
52 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
[he first usc there were some advantages from prc-panulTI feeding of con-
centrateS: The ewes sheued heavier fleeces, bore Jarger, more vigorous lambs 
that grew more rapidly and were m;ukeced at younger ages and highO' 
prices. Nevertheless, these advantages did not increase financial returns 
enough to pay for the additional concentrates fed. In 1953, Treat ment A 
ewes produced heavier fleeces; otherwise, the groups produced ;;lImos! equal-
ly. 
The production of all ewes was much greater in 1953 than in 1952. The 
improved varieties of pasture seemed to be the chief cause. 
Fescue-Iadino pasture was superior to bluegrass for pregnant ewes. 
Ewes grazing the former without grain feeding made gains comparable to 
rhose obtained by adding concentrates to bluegrass in rhe preceding leSt 
Milk yields and lamb gains were much higher in 1953 than in 1952, and 
the chief reason seems to be in the pasture species used during cady lacla-
tion-tall fescue-ladino clover in 1953 and bluegrass during 1952. 
Effect of Size and T ype of Sire 
on Fat Lamb ProduCtion 
The effects of size and type of sife on fat lamb production were stud-
ied, using Hampshire rams that represented extremes in size and, to a lesser 
degree, differences in type. 
T he criteria used to evaluate the performance of rhe rams were: 
1. The incidence of difficult parturition. 
2. Birth weight, vigor and survival of lambs. 
3. Growth rate of lambs. 
4. Market data for lambs including: 
;1. Selling price. 
b. Dressing percentage. 
c. Carass grade. 
d. Shrink en route to market. 
e. Carcass measurements. 
f. Percentage of wholesale cuts. 
The basic data for this phase of the study arc presented in the Appendix, 
Table 24. 
Incidence of Difficult Parturition. Relatively few dystocias occurred, 
and rhes-:: were distributed equally between ewes bred to the large and small 
f?IDS. The nature of the dystocias varied and arc documented in T able 12. 
TABLE 12 __ 
a. Abnormal 
b_ Large la mbs 
c. Uterine Inertia 
, 
, 3 , 
, 
, 
3 
" 
. !" [Ot~l of 14 ~es or II percent of those lambing were :lSsisted at par· 
turmon. FIve dystoCl:lS resulted from abnormal presem::niolls; four occurred 
from ev.-es bred :0 the large ram and one: (rom a ewe: bred to the small ~ 
Three out of (our abnormal presc:n~tions by ewes bred to the luge ram in 
19'2 were OUsM b~ one front leg being rumed backward. These might ha\-e 
been the rcsuh of sm: effects but the tOUllbsencc of such prcsenr::nion in 
19H indicates that thcy were peohabl y chance occurrences. Of the seven 
ewes assisted in the birth of large lambs (weighing 13 to 15 lb.). three had 
been bred co the large ram and four to the small ram. T WQ ewes bred to the 
small ~am made little e~o:t to expel thei r fefuses, which wcre decomposed; 
they dux! later from tQXLCHy produced by the decomposing fetuses. None 
of the other ewes o r lambs died. T herefore, und~r conditions of this teSt 
( !:uge ew~s, adequate nutrition and ample exercise) dystocias could not be 
attributed more [0 one si re than to the other. 
A larger number of ewes bred ro the small ram were removed from the 
tCSt , but none of the removals from either sire group could be attribur~d to 
the influence of the ram. 
Birth WeighJ, Vigor, and Surlli llaJ of Lambs. Birrh and survival 
records arc shown in Table 13. 
Singles sired by the large ram were significantly larger at birth than 
singles by the small ram, P <.01 and P <.05, in 1952 and 1953,respc<:tively. 
When the tWO years' data were combined the diff~rences were significant 
at t he 1 percent level. 
Litde differenct occurred in either teSt in average bitth weight of twillS 
by the tWO sires. Although triplets sired by the large ram were larger at 
birth, the difference was not statistically significant. 
Only small differences occurred with regard (0 vigor and li>r.tbi lity of 
lambs by rhe tWO sires. 
Injlumu ofSir~ on Growth Rau of La mbs. The data showing 
weighes and growth rate of lambs by sire groups are prescnted in Table 14 
and Figures 15, 16 and 17. 
In 1952, singles sired by the large ram grew f:mer, were 4.7 lb. heavier 
at 16 weeks of 1ge and were m1rketed younger 1nd at heavier 1vengc 
weights, t han those by the small ram. In 1953, singles by the large sire wen: 
heavier at 16 weeks o f age than those by [h~ small ram, but differences in 
weight and age were small at marketing. In contrast, twins by the small sire 
grew more rapidly from birth to 16 weeks and on to marketing and wetC 
younger when marketed than twins by th~ I:uge ram; how~ver, the differ-
ences were sm11l (not signifiont sntistiolly) and onnot be considered the 
teSult of si r~ effects. 
T he average amounts of milk and shell~d corn consumed 1nd growth 
r:ue of lambs ar~ presented (Table 15 ) ro show the rchtionship of on~ to 
the other. 
TABLE 13 -- EFFECT OF SIRE ON BIRTH WEICHT, SURVIVAL AND VlGOR OF 
LAMBS 
Van 
"" No. or Lambs Born 
No. of Ewes Lamblnr 
No. or Lambs Born per Ewe 
No. of Lambs Raised 
No. of Ewes Ralslnl Lambs 
No. OC Lambs Raised per E~I 
Pereentilge Raised of Lamb. Born 
Percentare Raised or LAmb. Born 
Alive 
Av. Blrth Weight of LAm". Born 
Alive 
SI",les (lb.) 
TwIns (lb.) 
Triplets (lb.) 
Vigor 01 lambs at BIrth 
TTeatment A 
Singles 
""""' 
Triplets 
TTeatment B 
Singles 
Stro", % 
MedIu m ' 
Weak 1. 
Stroll( % 
Medium 1. 
Weak % 
[Strol\i % 
MedIum " 
Weak % 
IStrong % Medium % Weak % 
(
Strong' 
MedIum ' 
Wea.k % 
TTlpiets Medium % (
Strong % 
Weak " Removal of Lambs from Test Lon 
from Death at Or neat BIrth 
DeILd. at Birth 
Starved 
E9.oe DlllOlVTled 
ChUied 
lnJ\lrJ 
Abnormal 
Aller One Month of Age 
Pneumonia 
Perforated Abomuum 
CalISe Unknown 
Remove d from Test 
mil 
SmaU 
.. 
30 
1.50 
.. 
28 
1.46 
91.1 
91.1 
9.7(16)3 
8.3(26) 
6 .8 (3) 
86 
.. 
86 
" 
" 33 
30 
" 20 
'00 
, 
, 
, 
, 
tarte 
.. 
30 
1.47 
38 
" 1.36 
86.4 
8&.4 
11.5(18) 
8.4(20) 
7.5(6) 
" 
" 80 
20 
" 33 
" 
20' 
80 
40 
2 
3 
, 
Small 
" 
" 1.79 
38 
" 
'.:1 OS. 
88.62 
11.5(8; 
9.4 (30) 
8.2(6) 
20' 
" , 
" 33 
" 
20' 
" .. 
, 
• 
, 
, 
, 
Orphan Lambs 2 
Abnormal Lamb or Dam 1 
1m 
tirle 
.. 
28 
1.71 
" 28 
1.54 
SS.42 
91.1 2 
12.3(11 ) 
(1.4(28) 
U(e) 
20' 
20' 
20' 
20' 
" 
" 
3 
, 
, 
2 
, 
I BaNd on eIL-es n.lsln( lamb. lnel\lded In production and market data. 
2 Include. one lamb raIsed to mar keting, but removed from production data because 
3 either the lamb or Its dam W7.S not normal. 
Number 01 lambs in parenthesis. 
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;'1~~f.0~'il ~'----:15&.1I(1 5)1 
I (lb.) 55.7(26) 
T ri ple t . (lb. ) 
Av. Dally Cain (Blrth to 
16 Week.) 
S\n8ln (lb. ) 
Twlnl (lb. ) 
Tr lpleU (lb.) 
Av. Weight al Marketing 
S\n8lel (lb.) 
Twin. (l b.) 
Tr lp le l l (lb.) 
Av. Age al Mar keUI18 
Slngl" (days ) 
Twin. (clays ) 
T r lp leU (days) 
Av. OolUy Gain (Birth to Mar keting) 
Stnelea (lb. ) 
TwIn. flb. ) 
O,----,-'T,'''.lpl~t. (lb.) 
r N~mber of lambs in parenthe.ls. 
.531 
.424 
87.6(15) 
86.7('26) 
173.4 
1116.8 
.445 
.'"9 
740.6(111)2 
53.4(le) 
415.0(3) 
. 562 
.4" 
.358 
IIU(U) 
811.1(16) 
86.0(3) 
160.4 
206.2 
224.7 
.517 
.3110 
.347 
88.5(8)3 
75. 5(23)4 
62.3 (8) 
.'" 
.,,' 
.483 
94. 0(11) 
68.2(23) 
8U(8) 
122 .6 
150. 0 
186. 0 
.673 
. 525 
.4" 
" 
IIl.4(l1) 
75.4(26) 
77.0(3) 
. '''' 
.,,' 
. " 
94.1 (11 ) 
8U(26) 
86. 11 (3 ) 
121.7 
151.7 
150.7 
.• n 
.509 
.5U 
2 Inc lude. two lambs of multiple birth ralaed as slnr1n. 
3 One lamb marketl!d at twelve "''eeke of are weighing 86.0 pounds was not Included. 
4 One lamb died .hortly before slxteea .... ek. of 1lfI. 
TABLE 15 • • AMOUNT OF MILK AND SHELLED CORN CONSU MED BY LA MBS 
AND WEIC HT OF LAMBS AT SIXTEEN WEEKS OF AGE 
Yea r 
Sire 
Av. We ighl a t 16 Week. 
Sllliln (lbJ 
Twin. (lb. ) 
Tr lplel. (lb. ) 
Av. Oolny Mille Consumed b7 
Lambs (to II Weeks of Are )4 
Slnr lea (lb.) 
Twin. (lb. ) 
T riple t s (lb) 
Av. Shelled Cor n Consumed to 
16 Weeki of Age (1b. ) 
Av. Shelled Cor n Consumed to 
Marketing (1b. ) 
1952 
Sman Litre 
611. 11 (15)1 
55.7(28) 
2.88 
1. 112 
118.2 
74.15 (111) 
53.4(18) 
48.1)(3) 
3.14 
1.71 
1.11 
2U I 
81.2 
I Number of l2. mbs In parentheSiS. 
2 One laml) mar ke ted at Iwelve ""eeks of "re. 
3 One lamb dIed . hor tly before s ixteen 'IIuk. of age . 
4 Include. data for thoae r alaed to , ixteen week. of are. 
US3 
smail LUge 
SS.518Y: i 1.4{1I ) 
75.5(2 3)3 75.4(215 ) 
62.3 (6) 77.0(3) 
3.B3 3.97 
2.75 2.69 
1.87 2.38 
16.03 14.0'1 
42.9 31.4 
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Figure 17 - T he effect" of sire on growth ofb mbs. (T reat ments and yea" 
combined) . 
Ltmbs that had the lugest milk intake, all other conditions being com-
p2nble, made the most rapid growth to 16 wed,s. Thus growth r:ate differ-
ences to l6 weeks of age appe:u to be the result of variation in mi lk intake 
nther than the result of si re effects. 
The amounts of gra.in consumed varied between the sire groups. lambs 
by the small nm consumed more than lambs by the large nm. The ewes 
bred to the smail ram, however, raised more lambs, on the avenge, than 
R ESEARCH B UllETIN "8 
ewes bred to the large ram. It is probable that twins and triplets consumed 
more grain than singles and, if so, this would account for at lc:ilst pan of the 
difference. 
Sire Ejferts on C af"C4SS and Market Data. Lambs sired by the smail 
ram appeared to have more desirable mUtton conformation than lambs by 
the large ram, i.e., more compact bodies, heavier muscling, straighter lines 
and trimmer middles (Fil!:ures 18 and 19). Table 16 I! ivcs market data. 
" " 
, 
" 
" " 
23 26 
Triplets , • 
, 
Av. SelUng P rice 
Singles ($/c wt.) 29.00 28.37 27.83 27.64 
Twins ($/cwt. ) 27.67 25.38 25.37 24.35 
Triplets ($/cwt.l 26.33 24. 00 24.83 
Av . Selling Pr ice of Lambs 
by Drdt 
1st ($/cwt . l 29.00 29.00 28. 50 28.00 
2nd (S/cwt . ) 29.00 26.00 26.50 24.00 
3ed ($/cwt . ) 25.00 24.00 23.50 22.50 
Av. Dressing Percentage 51.1 49.2 51.8 50. 9 
Av. Shr!nlc En Route to 
Marke t (%) 4.62 6.63 3. 85 5.63 
Av. Carcass Gr ade 
SIrw-es Low Co_ H" Co_ 
Choice Choice Choice Choice 
Twins Co_ Co_ Low H •• 
Choice Choice Choice Good 
Triplets M . H" H" 
Choice Coo, Coo, 
Av. Weight 01 Lambs Marketed 
(Home Weights) (lb. ) 8U 91.2 8S.7 90. 1 
Av. $ale Weight of All 
Lambs (lb. ) 82.9 85.1 85. 3 85.0 
Av. Carcass We!lht (lb.) 42.4 41.9 44.2 43.2 
Lambs sired by the small ram had a higher selling price, less shrinkage 
en route to market rod a higher dressing percentage, confirming the visible 
differences. These differences were consistent in each draft of lambs markel> 
ed except that the selling price of the first draft in 19'2 was the same for 
lambs by both sires. 
Lambs sired by the large urn weighed more at home but less in the 
cardiSS than those by the small ram. Thus, the 'lpparent weight advantage 
of lambs by the large ram was not real but largely due to differences in 611 
and offal. 
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Figure IS ·-Side and ccar views of ccpte,entative lambs by the smail ram . 
... -
-
Figucc 19 _Side and rear view. of represeot:uive lambs by the brge r.tm. 
Average carcass gndes were the same, low choice, for singles and twins 
by both sires in 1952. In 19H singles and twins by the smll1 sire yielded 
carcasses of higher grade than those by the luge sire-high choice and low 
choice compucd to low choice :and high good, respectively. Breakdown of 
the carcass grading chan inco the various components affecting (1tCass 
grade showed that bombs by the small sire WC[C superior in every respect in 
19'3. Although t here WC[C no differences in the official C:l.fCaSS gndes in 
1952, c1tc:asscs of l:.l.mbs by rhe sm.dl nm were superior in all componentS 
studied e"cept the lffioum of kidney knob far and color of fat . 
Since app:1fcm diff'erenas exiSted in the lambs and their carcasses, seVal 
ClucaSS measurementS were m1de on cach lamb ro determine these differ-
ences (Table 17). 
A". (mm) 
266.7 2&7.8 265.5 285.1 
219.3 117.7 217.3 218.7 
360.$ 384.$ 383.2 363.8 
240 .2 251.5 239.7 251.2 
Oeplb In Cr .... tch 121.0 114.0 122.11 117.7 
Len&t.h of Tibia 224.5 227.0 228.3 231.9 
Le!!(!h 01 Carea .. 578.1 587.1 579.6 Sgo.6 
The differences were rarher small bur consisrem berween sire groups. 
Lambs by the small sire were shorter in the leg and tibia, shorter from the 
hock IO erurch and shorter bodied. T hese diffe rences, when combined, re-
sulted in a more compact carcass which appeared to comain a larger percenr· 
age of rhe more valuable wholesale curs. 
RepresenC1.tive lambs, 10 by each sire, were processed through the De-
panmem of Animal H usbandry Mears Laboratory in 19:53 to obtain the per. 
cenC1.ge of wholesale eurs. The data appear in T able 18 and represenrative 
carcasses are shown in Figures 20 and 21. 
Caru ... We!&hl (lb.) H .B 
WhoLen\e Cuts 
(Percenuge of Cucan) 
Leg 'I> 33.3 32.11 31.9 31.2 
Loin minus Kidney and Kidney 
F':l.t 'l> 8.6 9.6 9.7 10.0 
Kidney and Kidney Fat % 2.1 2.6 2.6 3.3 
Rib Rack % 10.1 10.4 10.8 10.7 
Shoulder 'I> 28.1 26.2 25.5 25.4 
Breast, Flank and Shank % 19.8 111.3 19.5 19.5 
Ar ea of Longlulmus Coul 
(RIb End 01 Loin ) (!g. In.) 3.08 2.116 3.231 UM 
I SlCnl1icant at the I percent level ... hen compared to choice iambs by t he bres lire. 
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• . ",u te 20 - UrCUSC$ of Choice lambs sired by the small ram. 
W ithin grade, lambs by tne small sire yielded a higher percentage of 
leg while those by the large sire had a higher percentage of loin and kidney 
fat . None of these d iffeunces were grc::.tt enough to be statistically signifi-
cant. 
The area of (he longissimus dorsi muscle at the rib of the loin was 
gre:Hc:r in hmbs by the s ffi211 sire; the difference being sr:nistically signifi-
ant ( P <.01) fo r those g rading choice. 
Relation of Body M euurem ents of Ewes 
to Difficult Parturition 
A total of 14 ewes or 11 percent of those h.mbing were assisted during 
parturition. The n:nure of each dystocia is listed in Tlb le 12. Five of the 
dystochs were caused by abnormal pre~nntions, seven by lambs tOO Jar~ 
at binh, and tWO by we2k uterine contr:l.Ctions. The latter ewes died from 
toxicity produced by the decomposing fetuses they Ye2ned. None of the 
other lambs or ewes died. 
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Figure 11 -urcassa of Choicc bmb$ $ired by 1M large r:l.m. 
The ewes that required assistance were not of any specific type or size 
and none of the meuurements could be associated with the occurrence of 
dystocias. 
Factors Affecting Growth Rate of Lambs 
The dat:l were subj«:ted to the leUI squares analysis to determine the 
facton having the greatest influence on weight of lambs at 16 ~ks of age. 
The influence of yeu, nuuition of dam, sile of sire, hll yC2.rl ing body 
weight of dam, milk intake, sex and number of lambs nursed by the d~m 
were studied. The results ~re presented in T~ble 19. The inrel"1lction of the 
m~in e/fects was highly signific~nt ~nd was use<! for testing Ihe main effects. 
The faCtors h~ving the gre~test influence on growth rate were year· 
effects and number of lambs nursed, (:;lch being highly significam (P <.01). 
Milk imake was significant at the) percent level. All other heron studied 
wete not significant. 
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'fABLE 19 -- WEIG HT 
Treat ment of Dam t 
Slre I 
Body Wel&ht of Dam I 
Milk Intlie I 
Se~ I 
Number of Lambs Nursed by Dam 2 
Int er;!cUon 71 
Beh .... n 1nd iYld~l, 71 
Taul \50 
I Used to tut main effects. 
· P <.OS 
· · P <.OI 
62.61 
177.74 
288.85 
791.02 
74.!H 
3324.08 
14167.2 1 
28S3.97 
2n42.~ 
62.61 
177.U 
288.85 
791.02 
74.64 
1662.04 
199. S3 1 
40.20 
." U S 
3.ie· 
.n 
8.33 " 
4.86· • 
CoefficientS of simple: lnd pa.ttia.1 corre:l1tion we:re: used to study the: 
correlation of birth we:ight, milk intlke:, body we:ight of dlm, lnd number 
of Ia.mbs ra.ise:d by the ewe with ga.in ofla.mbs to nine: we:eks of 1ge. T he: 
coefficie:nts of correlation pre:se:nted in Tlble: 20 will be discussed in the:ir 
. . 
a.ppropnate sections. 
Influence: of Number of Limbs 
Rlise:d p e:r Ewe: 
T he: grow'th curve:s in Figure 17 show that singte:s g1line:d flster thlll 
twins. The: diffe:re:nce:s l t 16 weeks we:re: significlnt ( P< .OI ), when de:ter-
mined by the least SCjUlres 1fla.iysis. G1in to nine: weeks also had a. high CCr 
e:fficie:nt of simple correlation (P< .Ol) with number of lambs raised. Partial 
corrc:luions of g2in to nine weeks and number of lambs raised we:re highly 
significlnt e: xce:pt whe:n milk intake: was he:ld const1nt; for example:, the: 
simple: r for number of lambs suckled, r ,~, W:lS -.612 white: the: pUtill r, 
r,.. I, in which milk int1ke: was held constant, was reduce:d [0 -. 135. Milk 
intake and number of lambs nursed were highly corre:lated (ru =-.568). 
Thus, the influe:nce: thlt [he: number of lambs suckJc:d hlS on growth C1Jc: 
is primuily the result o f the smll1er lVet1ge milk inuke: for c:a.ch twin or 
tri ple:t. 
I nHue:nce of Body We:ight o f Dlm 
on Growth Rate 
Nume:rous investigltors hlve: re:pone:d thlt he:1vy e:we:s ue: more: pfOo 
ductive th1n smll1 ewes. Our d1tl, subjected to the least squlres lnd simple: 
correlation analyse:s, show positive: but not signifiC1nt adV1flt1ge in growth 
nte of bmbs from the ewes that we:re: hc:a.vie:r as &11 ye:ulings. The plf1ial 
correlat ions of 11mb gain with &11 yearling body weight of dlms, holding 
the number o f lambs COnstant, we:re: significant a.t t he: 5 perce:nt le:ve:L 
TABLE 20 - - CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF BIRTH WEIGHT, MILK INTAKE, OODY WEIGHT OF DAM AND NUMBER 
Zero Order 
Inter_ 
relatl, 
-
.. <00 .. 
..... 060 
r25 .. -.568 " 
<34 .. +.001 
r35 ··-·651 " 
f45 ..... In 
-.. ~ . , .. 
_ . .. H ~_
First Order 
r12 .4 .. 
r12.5 .. 
rU.2 
tl3. 4 
r13.5 
<23 .5 " +.547 0 ' 
r24.3 .. ... 084 
r24. S .. +. 185 
r25.3 " _.195 
r25.4 .. _.582 " 
, 
.2 · ... 092 rt2.l4 .. ".' 
r14 .3 .. ... 210 <12.35 " +. ' 
f14.5 .. 
rt5.2 .. -
tl S.3 .. - . 
rt5 .4 .. _.635 '0 
r34 .5 " .. . 115 
r35.2 .. _.428 0 • 
r35.4 .. _.657" 
r45.2 .. .. . 202 
<45.3 " ... 175 
<24.35 " ... 122 
<25.34 " _.214 
r35.24 .. _.425" 
r 45.23 .. +. 198 
Xl .. Cain to 63 day , • p<obabIHty of chance occurrence < .05 
X2 .. BIrth weight of la mbs ,. P<obablllty of chance OCCU r renCe < .01 
X3 .. Milk Intake of lambs 
X4 .. Fall yearlilli body weight of dam X5 .. Number at lambs nursed 
Third Order 
( 
f 
-
-00 
8> 
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Effect of Sex on G rowth Rllte of Lambs 
The growth rates of wether and ewe Iambs were compared at 6~ and 
112 days of age. The data for singles are presenred in Table 21. Treatment 
and sire sub·groups were combined for rhese comparisons because signifi. 
Cllndy different growth rates did not occur between these groups. Market 
WeighTS and ages show orher data in proper perspective but have not been 
analyzed staristiCllUy. 
TABLE 21 -- E FFECT OF SEX ON GROWTH RATE OF SINGLE LA MBS 
(All F igures Repres.enl Ave raee,,) 
Year 
Number 01 Lambs1 
BtrUt We ight (lb.) 
Dally Milk Intake to 
63 Days (lb.) 
63_Day Weight (lb. ) 
Ga in to 63 Da.y. (lb.) 
Dally Gain to 63 
19~2 
" 11. 0 
3.0$ 
~9.3 
38.3 
Days (lb.) .61 
112_Day Weight (lb.) H.7 
Gain 63_112 Days (lb. ) 25. 4 
Dally Gain 63_112 
Day" (lb .) 
Gain Birth to 112 
Days (lb. ) 
Dally Gain Btrth 10 
63 .7 
Wether. Ewes 
1953 
, 
12.6 
3.85 
58.1 
46.1 
." 92.6 
33.9 
80.0 
2 Year 
Combined 
" 11 .6 
3.34 
52.9 
41.3 
." 81.4 
28.5 
. " 
69.8 
1952 
" 10.6 
3.07 
41.9 
31.3 
." 71.6 
23.7 
... 
61.0 
1953 
'" 11.5 
3.97 
55.1 
43.6 
." 88.0 
32.9 
76.5 
2 Year 
Combined 
" 10.11 
3.39 
50.5 
39.6 
." 77.4 
26 .9 
." 
66.5 
112 Day. (lb.) . 51 .71 .62 .5~ .68 .59 
Market Wet.ght (lb.) 94.2 95.8 94.7 88 . 3 92 . 9 90.1 
Market Age (ckyl ) 165 123 149 164 125 152 
I Does not Include lambs born twins but raised U Ilngles after the !lui few weeks 
of age. 
T he combined dau show rhat single males were heavier at birth and 
grew more I"llpidly than Single females, rhe rate of gain being approximately 
5 percenr grener for wether bmbs. The dara for each test show rhat differ· 
ences in rale of gain, based on sex:, were consistent between years bur they 
were not statiSTically signi6cant. 
The data for rwin lambs are given in Table 22. 
Ewe lambs made grearer gains than wether bmbs by 0.02 and 0.01 lb. 
to 63 and 112 days, respectively, when the data were combined. Between 
years the results were nor consistent. Ewe lambs grew faster in 1952 and 
wether lambs gained more rapidly in 19B. 
The milk inuke of the two sexes made an interesting comparison. Ewe 
bmbs, borh singles and (wins, consumed brger avenge amounrs of milk 
than wethers and rhe advantage was consistent between years. The e"9.'(; 
bmbs, however, did nor utilize milk as efficiently as did the wether lambs. 
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TABLE Z2 --
Gain to 
... 
1. 79 
32.G 
24.1 
(lb.) .38 
Weight (lb.) 54.7 
Gain DolY' (lb.) 22.7 
DolUy Gain 63-112 
Dolys (lb.) 
Gain Birth to 112 
Days (lb.) 
Dally Gain Birth to 
... 
46.8 
.. , 
2.64 
44.6 
35.1 
... 
75.7 
31.1 
• 83 
88.2 
.., 
2.23 
36.6 
29.9 
. ., 
65.6 
27.0 
56.9 
7. ' 
1.85 
33.2 
25.4 
.., 
55.8 
22.4 
... 
47.8 
1WIN LAMBS 
••• 
2M 
44.2 
34.8 
." 74.8 
3G.6 
.., 
65.4 
'.7 
2.39 
39.4 
3G.7 
... 
,,6.4 
n.G 
57.7 
112 Days (lb.) .42 .59 .51 .43 .58 .52 
Market Weight (lb.) 88.2 86.4 88.3 86.3 87.6 87.0 
Market AlI"e (days) 203 149 175 196 154 173 
I Two sets of twins not Included ~au.se one of each was nol claimed by It" dam. 
2 One twin died before sixteen weeka of age (her twin was Included). 
EjJeft of Birth Weight on Rate of Gain. Birth weight of the lamb 
is one of the first measurable indications of a ewe's productivity and is one 
of the easiest measurements to obrain. Many workers have found a close 
relationship between birth weight and growth rate. However, litde atten· 
tion has been given to the interrelationships among birth weight, milk in· 
take and growth rate, If birth weight is a reliable indicaton of subs~uent 
produCtion, it is important that these interrelationships be thoroughly 
undersrood. 
The relationship between birth weights and daily gain to 63 and 112 
4ays is presented in Table 23. 
The lambs that were large at birth made mOfe rapid gains than the 
Others. Each progressively heavier weight group of twins, tabulated in I·lb. 
intervals, made gains commensurate with birch welghts. Only three groups 
of singles, those welghing 8, 13 and 14 lb., gained less rapidly than singles 
of smaller birch weights; all others gained more rapidy with increased birth 
weights. 
The reLationship of birth weight and growth rate was similar at 63 and 
112 days of age. Singles grew more slowly and twins grew more rapidly 
from 63 to 112 days than from birth to 63 days. 
A highly significant coefficient of simple correlation (r 1! = + .649) exist· 
ed between birth weight and gain. H owever, when milk intake was held 
constant by the method of partial correlacion, the coefficient W2S noc signifi. 
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5.0 _ 5.9 
6.0 _ 6.9 
7.0 - 7.9 
8.0 - 8. 9 
9.0 - 9.9 
10.0 - 10.9 
11 .0 _ 11.9 
~',"GRO"TH RATE OF 
". ~~~;':~;i_i~~:i::~f:;:::~ ", :~" data Is the result of death between 9th and 15th 
';-·'-·mo.rketed at 12 weeks of age. 
Cant (r 12.3 :::: + .108). Thus, a dose interrelationship existed between birth 
weight and milk intake of the lambs. Both simple and partial correlations 
of these twO factors were highly significant (P <.01 ). 
Information obtained in these trials does not appear to justify infer-
ence of a cause and effect relationshi p between birth weight and milk in· 
take. ~ather, environmental and genetic factors which affect birth weight 
of the lamb seemed to have a similar effect on milk yield of the ewe. 
Even though birth weight ofJambs did not influence the growth rare 
of lambs Jirectly. it was associated with growth rate through its close re-
lationship with milk yield. T herefore, it should be possible to use birth 
weight within types of birth with reasonable accuracy as an aid in culling 
low producin$ ewes ftom the flock. 
Effect oJ Milk Intake on Kate of Gahl. Data showing the relation 
of average daily milk intake to daily gain are presented in Table 24. The 
TABLE 24 __ RELATION OF DAILY MILK INTAK E AND DAILY GAIN OF LAMBS 
Intake 
3.00 _ 3.49 
3.50 _ 3.99 
4.00 - 4.49 
4 .50 _ 4. 99 
5.00 - 5.49 
[ Number or hLmbs In parenthesis. 
I 
.54 (1) 
.60(4 ) 
.54 (9) 
.66(17) 
.69(13) 
.n(5) 
.80(3) 
.14 (1) 
6, 
relationship of ;lvcr1g( daily milk intake and [ora1g:l.in co nine weeks of 
age is iJluSU'2ted in Figures 22, 23 and 2-4. 
An increase in me of gain occurred with increased milk intake. Singles 
and twins with similar milk imike did nOt differ gready in nrc of gain. 
T he coefficients of regression and simple :lod pani:!.l correlation of milk 
intake and gain at nine weeks of age were much higher than required foe 
significance at the 1 percent level. Milk int1ke ofhmbs co nine weeks of 
a.£( :llso hld a significant (P <.00 ) effcct on weight of the l:a.mb:H 112 dlYS 
when determined by the least squares method of analysis. 
The regression of gain on milk int;1.ke indicates that a lincu rebtion-
ship within number of flmbs nursed exists bet",-cen milk intake and gain ro 
nine: weeks of age. Each pound incrc1sc in aven.ge d:lily milk int:lke, 6} lb, 
tot:1l, produced 6.93 lb. additional body weight at nine weeks of age in sing-
les, i. e., each additional pound of milk consumed resulted in 0.11 pound 
additional pin. Twins gained 10.}7 lb. in body weight during the nine-week 
period for each pound increase in average daily milk inrake or an additional 
pound of milk consumed resulted in 0.16 pound additional gain at 6} days. 
.. 
• 
r 
I ~o 
• 
• ! 
'" .. 
• 
• 
• 
Y • 11.011 • I.M,.: 
•• J.QO J.50 ~.QO 0.50 ~.QO ~ ..... Dt.1l:!' 1011111_ ~.) 
Figure 22-The rcbtionship of milk imake to gain made by single bmbs 
109 ..... eelu of age (19S2- 19B combined). 
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Figure 23_Th~ relationship of milk ,oak.., co pin m1de by twin lambs 10 9 
weeks of ~ge (1 952-1953 combmed). 
Allhough linear regression between milk intake and growth rate is 
indicated by consideration of singles and twins separately, the differenC<': 
in slope of the regression lines would suggest a curvilinear relationship be· 
tween these twO faCtors. When a line:!.r regression line is fitted co the com-
bined data by the method of leaSt squares, slight curvilinearicy is suggested 
by the concentration of d:n:l above the line in the range from 2 to 3 lb. milk 
inuke and below the line from 1 to 2 lb. intake. But the curviline:uity in-
dicated is rather small, within the range of the data.. 
The dose relationship between milk intake and gains shows the un· 
questionable influence of milk intake on growth rate of lambs. Milk yield 
of ewes is of vital importance to the mutton producer and should be con· 
sidered in developing breeding, feeding and management practices. 
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Figure 24·- The rcbtionship of milk in(:l.ke to gain of lambs to 9 weeks of 
age (singles :aDd twins combined). 
A young lamb's life depends entirely upon his mother's milk until he 
is about three weeks old. At that age he will usually consume, in addition 
to milk, small amountS of pal:m.ble concentrates and some legume hay or 
grass. When [he flow of milk is sufficiently inadequate to cause very slow 
gains or death of the lamb, the effects have been severe enough co uuse 
either culling of the ewe or improved feeding practices. Too often, how-
ever, producers ignore milk yield if it has been sufficiem ro mainta.in good 
health and bit growth of the offspring. Since race of gain is (oerchted with 
inuke, closer attention to milk production is warranted. 
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Conclusions 
1. High production was obtained from extensive use of pasture and 
roughage in all phases of early bmb production. 
2. Both bluegrass and fescue·ladino pastures were ~de<Juate nutritional-
ly, during the gestation period of mature ewes th~( were in good flesh at 
conception. 
3. Fescue-ladino mixture exceUed bluegr~ss for wintering pregnant 
ewes, based on gains of ewes and birth weight and vigot of lambs. 
4. The statisrially significant differences (P <.01) in performance of 
ewes between years were due primarily to differences resulting from pastures 
supplied. 
5. Feeding a liberal allowance of concentrates in late pregnancy did 
have its beneficial eff"ectS but the inCfe:l.sed production did not incre:l.se finan-
cia.l returns sufficiendy ro pay for the ~dditional concentrates. 
6. Milk intake of the lambs accounted for approximately 70 percent of 
the variation in the growth nte of lambs. Factors which contribute to high-
er milk yields merit further studies. 
7. Birth weights were associated signifiand y with growth rate. Birth 
weight per se may not be the causal factor of fast growth. The facrors which 
contributed ro greater birth weight also contributed ro greater milk yield. 
8. Dysrocias could not be associated with either size and type of sire 
or type and body conformation of ewes. No lambs died from difficult de-
livery. 
9. large size in the ram accounted for greater birth weight and faster 
growth of singles. T wins sired by large and small rams performed almost 
e<Jually. 
10. Superior mutton conformation present in the small nm resulted in 
gre:l.ter returns in these tests. It is believed that large size of the ewe was of 
more importance than size of ram. 
11. The size of ewe as ~ fall yearling was an indication of her produc-
tivity. 
SUM MARY 
Tests were conducted in 1951-H and 1952-53 (0 study some of the fac-
tOrs affecting sheep production under pnctical fum conditions. Sixty-three 
large two-year-old Northwestern ewes were divided into uniform groups 
for the 2 x 2 factorial experiment. The ewes were bred for e:l.rly lambs-half 
ro a large Hampshire ram of acceptable conformation and the others to a 
small Hampshire r~m of superior mutton conformation. Half the ewes bred 
to each nm subsisted on winter pasture during gestation except that hay 
was fed when weather conditions prevented graling; the other ewes were 
fed, in addition, 2 lb. of concentrats per head daily the lase 60 days of preg-
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nwcy. All ewes were managed alike after lambing in the W1y recommended 
for commercial lamb production. 
Milk yields were determined over a 24-hour period each week for the 
firsr nine weeks of larurion and other production data were: obtained. Peni-
nem observations follow. 
1. Adding a liberal allowance of concentr:ues during the 1m 60 days of 
pregnancy to a ration of bluegrass pasture resulted in the following advan-
tages: 
a. Gre2ter gains of ewes during pregnancy. 
b. Helvie! Reeces. 
c. urger lambs l[ binh, singles by 8 percent lnd twins by 22 percen!. 
d. Greater milk yidds by 15 and 9 percent, respectivdy, for ewes suck· 
ling singles and twins. 
e. He.avier lambs at 16 weeks by 9 percent for singles and 6 percent for 
rwms. 
f. Marketing of lambs at younger ages and higher prices. 
2. Fescue-Iadino mixture was used to advantage for winter pasture in 
the .second test. Addi ng concentrates had less beneficial effects. Heavier 
Reeces of ewes and heavier birth weights of rwin lambs v..'ere: rhe only signifi-
cant differences. 
3. The high level of productivity in borh tests was attained from nu-
trients furnished by pasture alone, except in the following instances: 
a. All ewes fed concentrates from parturition unrillush forage was 
available in April , approximately 69 days. 
b. One group received concentrates in addition ro pasture during the 
laSt 60 days of gestation. 
c. All ewes were fed hay when inclement weather prevented grazing, 
when confined rhree to five days post-partum and on rhe days when 
milk yields were determined. 
d. All lambs wefe fed grain until marketed. 
4. Dystocias occurred in about 11 percent of the ewes but could not 
be associared with either differences in size and type of sire or conformation 
of ewes; 00 lambs were lost from dystocias. 
~. The following differences were observed berween lambs sired by the 
large and small rams: 
2. Singles by the large ram were larger ar birth and marketed at young-
er ages. 
b. Twins by the small ram were heavier at 16 weeks and marketed at 
a younger age. 
e. umbs sired by the small f1IIm shf20k less en route co market, sold 
and dressed higher and yielded hea\'ier carcasses which graded high· 
er in 19~3. 
6. Growth rates of lambs were highly associated with the follow ing: 
a. Milk intake. 
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h. Number of lambs nursed. 
c. Birth weight. 
7. Heavy fall yearling weight of ewes was correhred (P "(.0:» with the 
production of faSt growing lambs. 
8. Wether and ewe lambs grew at about the same r::ne. 
9. Ewes slIckling morc than one lamb produced much more milk than 
others. 
10. Peak milk production usually occurred the second week of lactation 
and declined thereafter. 
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APPENDIX TABLE 25 -- EFFECT OF FEEDING CONCENTRATES DURING LATE 
PREGNANCY ON PRODUCTIVITY OF EWES 
TTeaimenl X • You 1952 1953 1952 IDS! 
No. Of EWes at Beflnnlng Of 
TUI 
" " " 
30 
No. of Ewes Raising La.m"o. 
" 
25 
" " Av. Weight as Fall Yearlings 
(Ib. ) 108.4 108.0 107.2 10'1.4 
Av. Weight at tile [)eglnnl", 
of l be Test (lb.) 113.6 131.2 114.7 128.5 
Av. Weight a t Completion of 
Test (lb .) 131.2 150.& 128.9 145.8 
No. of Ewel Removed from 
Tut • • 
, 
• RlallOns for Removal from Test 
During Or Before Geltatlon 
La.te Concep tlon , , , 
Dealh from Disease , • , 
F ollo ... lng Partur ition 
Death at Parturltlonl , , 
Death from lnJW"Y , 
Lou 01 Offspring , , 
Abno r mal (Ewe or Lamb) 
" Av. Feed Fed the E .. "tl 
Clltatlon Per iod 
No. of Ewes 
" " 
211.5 
" " 
28.5 
Concentrates3 (lb.) 12U 117.8 118.7 None None NOM 
Legume~y4 (lb.) 151.2 10.8 8 4 .~ 150.8 10.7 85.7 
Pallure (days) 121.8 \45.2 133.0 121.9 145.2 132.7 
Minerai Mixture' ad lib ad lib ad lib ad lib ad lib ad lib 
Following P arturition 
No 01 Ewes 
" 
25 28.5 
" " " Concentrates7 (lb.) 146.5 131.3 135.3 142.5 128.3 134.8 
Leg\lme Ha y (lb.) 10'1.6 122.1 114.4 10'1.0 112.3 111.8 
Pa"ure8 (days) 200.1 157.7 IM.O 200.2 199.3 159.8 
Mineral Or Salt-PhenOlltlazl~fi M~ure9 ad lib ad Lib ad lib ad lib ad lib Id lib 
Total Feed F ed 
Concentrates (lit.) 267.9 250.7 2511.0 142 .5 126.3 134.8 
Lel:"ume lfay (lb.) 258.8 132.5 198.3 257.8 123.0 157.3 
P asture (days) 321.& 342.9 332.0 322.1 344.5 332.5 
Av. Lengt h of Ceslalion (daYI) 146.1 145.5 147.4 147.1 
Av. Lambing DUe J an. 31 Feb. 8 Feb. 2 Feb. 11 
Av. Wool Yield 10.3 ... 9.' ••• P roduction Records 
Birth and SW"vival 
No. of Lambs Sorn .. 
" " " No. of Ewes Lambing 
" " 
29 
" Av. No. of Lambs Born 
per Ewe 1.55 1.82 1.41 , ... 
No. of Lamb$ Ralnd to 
3&11 Marketing 
" " " No. of Ewes Ralslne Lambl 
to Marketing 
" " " 
2411 
A". No. of Lambs Railed 
per Ewe 1.46 
.. " 1. 36 
.. 00 
Percentq:e Raised of Lamb. 
s," 85.4 82.4 92.7 80.&12 
APPENDIX TABLE 25 (Continued) 
Treafment , • Year 1\1 52 1053 1952 1953 
No. of Lambs Born Alive .8 . 8 
" " Pe rcentage Raised of Lam);$ 
88.412 Born AUve 85.4 91.3 92.7 
Av. Birth Weilht of Lambs 
Born Alive 
11 . 1 (16)13 Slnilea (lb. ) 12 .1(6) 10.3(18) 11.11 (11 ) 
Twins (lb. ) 11.0(26) 9.7(32) 1.4(20\ 8.0(26) 
Trlplet. (lb.) 7.5(6) 8.2(6) 6.8(3) 6.11(6) 
Vigor of Lamb at Birth 
Strong % 88 >0' 8. 100 
Singles Medium % 
" Weak If:, 12 
Str ollC' % 88 
" 
., 88 
""', 
Medium 'I. 14 3 ., 8 
Weak % >0 • Strong % 
" " " Triplet. Medium % 
" " 
67 
Weak % 
" 
33 100 
Removal of Lambs fr om Test 
Lou from Death .. t or Near 
Birth 
Dead 1.1 Birth , • Starved , 
Ewe Disowned , 1 
Chilled 1 
Injury 1 1 
Deformed 1 
Afte r One Month of Age 
Pnellmonla 1 
Perforated Abomatum 1 1 
Cause Unknown 1 1 
Orphan Lambs , 2 
Abnor m:..l (ewe or lamb) 2 
Av. Dally Milk intake of Lamb. 
(to II weeks of age) 
3.22 (14)14 4.03 (11)15 Singles (lb.) 2.80(18) 3.85(11 ) 
Twins (lb. ) 1.&1(22) 2.71(26) 1.76(20) 2.70(24) 
Triplets (lb. ) 1.74 (3) 1.87 (6) 
-------
2.36 (3) 
Lamb Performance 
Av. Weight at 16 Weeks 
110.0(8)18 Singles (lb.) 77.1 (14) 611. 5(16) 91.2 (11) 
Twins (lb. ) 58.7(22) 75.3 (27) 53. 5(20) 75.6(22) 
Triplets (lb.) 48.0(3) 62. 3(6 ) 
-------
'f1.0(3) 
Sumuy of Market Data 
No. of Lam"" M&rketed 
Single. 
" 
• 
" 
II 
Tw"" 
" " 
20 
" Triplets 3 , 3 
Av. We ight at Marketing 
Singles (lb. ) 94.8 93.7 88.2 , ... 
Twins (lb.) 87.0 86.8 88.1 " .. Triplets (lb. ) 86.0 82. 5 86.11 
Av. Age at MarketlDg 
Sinales (days) 163.2 120.6 l ea. 7 123.4 
Twins (day') 1114.4 151.3 208.7 152 .1 
Triplets (day,) 224.7 186.0 150.7 
"".'0 Milrketed 
fl st drllrt ('1,) Strclu 211d dran (%) 
Tw ... 
lrd draft ('I,) 
ht dr llft (%) 
211d dralt (%) 
3rd drlllt (%) 
1st draft ~) 
Triplett 2nd dr lllt (IJ,) 
lrd drr.ft (%) 
Av. selltng Prlc., 
Sh'l&lu ($/cwtj 
Twlnl ($/cwt) 
Tr iplet. ($/cwt ) 
.510 
•• 03 
.347 
87.5 
12 .5 
27.3 
45.5 
17.3 
33.3 
66.7 
28.00 
27.41 
25.71 
.818 
.~08 
.". 
.... 
11.1 
24.0 
38.0 
40.0 
18.7 
8U 
27." 
25.10 
24.00 
.462 .868 
.387 .528 
55.8 
« .• 
15.0 
35.0 
50.0 
28.33 
26.75 
.SU 
72.7 
27.3 
... 
, ... 
40.8 
33.3 
33.3 
33.3 
21.32 
24.43 
24.83 
A'f. Carca$& Grade 
Sln(lu Low A.. Low Av. 
Choice ChoiCe Cboice Choice 
Tw"" Low Low Low Low 
Cboice Cootce Choice Choice 
Triplets Av. Hlgl! HIgI! 
Choice Good Oood 
Av. Drenlng Percentage 50.2 51.4 50.2 51.2 
Av. SIdled Cor !! Contllmed 85.7 il.7 37. 9 34.5 
1 All ruulted from t~IClty prochx:ed by deeompolltion of their dead retained 
2 Iet,au. 
They raised lr.mbs to marketlns but production reco rd. dUfer ed SO I reatly from 
otheu that they wue !'lOt Included. 
3 The bA~1 coneentrille mixture consisted of lbelled cor n, 6 partl, wheat bz'an, 
4 3 parts, and soybean 011 meal, 1 part, by ""eight. 
Oood qu.allty lespedna or red clover. 
:; Bluelrass In 1852, bluegrau to November 21 and then lalilescue_ladlnO clover 
throughout the remainder ol lestaUon In 1953. 
e Steamed bonemeal and IIl lt equal part. by ""eliht . 
7 Concentrates wer e fed until . prln6 pafiute wa. abundant. 
8 TIle tIImmU pasture futnl.hed Inclu.ded the befi ava ilable, I.e., blu.q; ra .. , ""hea~ 
timothy and leepedeza In U52 and tallfucu.e_ladlno, bl.llf!grass, orchr.rd cra .. 
and lelpeeleza iJl19~. IX Salt , 10 parts, to pbenothlulne, 1 put, by weICht. 
Total of the aven", for the two per iods. 
11 Dou Dot inclu.de two lambA ra \.fled to market lnc whiCh were r emoved from prO-
dllCtion data--see Footnote 2. 
12 Include. the two lamb. ral .ed but ., ,,eluded from production daUl. 
13 Number of Lambs In puenthells. 
14. Doel not Include two lamb. born twins but ralHd all _\.niles for part of t"-
lactation period. t: Includ ... one twin ralHd .. a .1"8le from blrtb.. 
On. lamb DllLrketed at twel,.., weeki of age. 
17 Lamb ... ere marketed on July 10, August 4 and September 22, 1952, and J\IIle 10, 
June 29 a.nd A ......... t 10, 1953. 
APPSNDOC TABLE 26 -- EFFECT OF SIZE AND TYPE OF SOlE ON 
Vear 
P RODUCTIVlTY OF EWES 
1052 
,., 
No. Of bYsfOCla. 
Nature of DystOClas 
Abnormal PUlentlUon 
Lule Lamt. 
Uterine Inertia 
Production Records 
Blrttl and Survlnl Records 
NO. 01 LambS Born 
No. 01 £Wei Lambing 
No. 01 Lambs Bor n per £We 
No. 01 Lambs Raised 
No. 01 Ewes Raillng Lambs 
No. of Lamt. Ralsed per 
Ew, 
PereentQ.(l:e Raised of Lambs 
-. No. of IAmt. Born AUve 
Percent. Raised of Lambs 
Born AUve 
Av. BIrU. Welgtlt of Lambs 
Born Al\v. 
SI",I .. (lb.) 
Twins (lb.) 
Trlpletl (lb.) 
Removal 01 Lambs from Test 
smill , 
, 
, 
" 30 
1.50 
.. 
" 
1.46 
91.1 
" 
91.1 
11.7(16)2 
8.3(26) 
6.8(3) 
LoIS from Death at or neu Birth 
Death at Birth 
Sta r ved 
£We Dltowned 
C hilled 
Injury 
Deform" 
Lo .. alle r One Month of Age 
Pneumonia 
Perforated Abomasum 
CJ.UH Unknown 
Orphan Lambs 
Abnormal (lamb or dam) 
Av. Dally Milk Intake of Lambs 
(to II week. Of ale) 
Singles (lb.) 
TwIn. (lb.) 
Tr lple tl (lb.) 
Lamb Performance 
Av. WeI,bt at 16 Weeks 
SI",I .. (lb.) 
Twin. (Ib.! 
Trlpleta (lb.) 
Av. [)aUy G7.ln (birth to 
16 weel .... ) 
SllIIlu (lb.) 
Twins (lb.) 
Tr iplet. (lb.) 
, 
, 
, 
, 
2.88(15) 
U2(26) 
69.9(15) 
55.7{2e) 
.53 1 
.424 
3 
.. 
30 
1.47 
38 
" 
1.36 
86.41 
.. 
86.41 
Ji.5(lB) 
8.4(20) 
7.5(6) 
, 
3 
, 
3. 14(111)3 
1.71(16) 
1.71(3) 
74.6(111) 
53.4(16) 
46.0(3) 
.'" 
. 4" 
.356 
, 
, 
" 
" 1.79 
38 
" 
1.65 
76.0 
.. 
.... 
1953 
11.5(6) 
11 .4(30) 
8.2(6) 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
3.86(11)4 
2.75(24) 
1.67(6) 
88.5(8) 
7S.5(23) 
62.3(6) 
. '" 
.". 
.463 
, 
, 
.. 
" 1.71 
" 
" 
12.3(1l} 
1I.4{28} 
U(8) 
3 
, 
, 
, 
, 
3.97(11) 
2.67(28} 
2.38(3) 
111.4 (11) 
75.4(26) 
77.0(3) 
.'" 
." . 
.. " 
No. 
Singles 
Twins 
Triplets 
Av. Weight at Marketing 
Singles (lb. ) 
Twins (lb.) 
Triplets (lb.) 
Av. Age of Marketlng 
Singles (days) 
Twins (days) 
Triplets (days) 
Av. r:.tHy Gain (birth to 
marketing) 
Singles (lb.) 
Twins (lb.) 
Triplets (lb.) 
Av. Selling Price 
Singles ('!/ewt) 
Twins ($/cwt) 
Triple ts ($/cwt) 
Av. Selling Price of Lambs 
by Draft 
1st ($/cwt) 
2nd (S/ewt) 
3rd ($/cwI) 
Av. Dressing Percentage 
Av. Shrink En Route 
to Market <%) 
Av. Careau Grade 
Singles 
Tw"', 
Triplets 
" 26 
87.6 
86.7 
173.4. 
1116.8 
.445 
.399 
29.00 
27.67 
211.00 
29.00 
25.00 
51.1 
4.62 
Low 
Choice 
Low 
Choice 
19 
16 , 
93.9 
89, I 
86 .0 
160.4 
208.2 
224. 7 
.517 
.390 
.347 
28.37 
25.38 
28.33 
29.00 
26.00 
24.00 
49.2 
6.63 
Low 
Choice 
Low 
Choice 
". Choice 
9 
" , 
94.0 
88.2 
82.5 
122 .6 
150.0 
186.0 
.613 
.525 
.... 
27.83 
25.37 
24.00 
28.50 
26.50 
23.50 
51.6 
3.85 
High 
Choice 
Low 
Choice 
High 
Good 
U 
26 
3 
94.' 
86.9 
86.9 
12l.7 
15l.7 
150.7 
.672 
.'" 
.519 
27.64 
24. 35 
24. 83 
28.00 
24.00 
22.50 
50.9 
5.63 
Low 
Choice 
"'" Good High 
Good 
Av. Weight 01 Lambs 
Mllketfld (home we1i;htS) 
(lb.) 88.9 91.2 88.7 90.1 
Av. Sale Weights 
(a.llla.mbs) (lb.) 82.9 85.1 85.3 85.0 
Av. Ca.rcass Weight (lb. ) 42.4 41.S « .2 43.2 
Av. Car ca ss Mea.surernents 
of Lambs (mm) 
Depth of Chest 266.7 267.8 265.5 265.1 
Width of Leg 219.3 217.7 211.3 216.7 
Length of Leg 360.9 364.9 363.2 368.8 
Hoek to Crutch 240.2 251.5 23S.7 251.2 
Depth in Crutch 121.0 114.0 122.9 117.7 
Length of Tibia 224.5 227.0 228.3 231.9 
Length of Car eus 578.1 587.1 579.6 590.6 
[ Inc ludes one la.mb raised to marketing but removed from production data because 
either the la.mb Or Its d~m was not normal. 
2 Number of !ambs In parenthesis 
3 Includes two lambs of multiple births raised as singles. 
4- Incilldes one lamb bor n a twin raised as a. single. 
5 One lamb mar keted at twelve weeks of age weighing 86.0 pounds wu not Included. 
